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PREFACE 
I ~ This special report contains detailed instructions on the use of 
two computer-aided design programs for use in designing the energy-storage 
..... 
reactor for both single-winding and ~.o-winding dc-to-dc converters. 
Step-by-step procedures are given to illustrate the fo~;natting of user 
input data. These procedures are illustrated by eight sample design 
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L 1 • 1 ! I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS 
DC1DC is a program for the computer-aided design of the 
reactor element and/or the evaluation of the steady-state 
operating characteristics of any member of a family of single-
winding energy-storage dc-to-dc electronic power converters. 
Anyone of the three converter circuits shown in Figure 1 may 
be coupled with anyone of three types of controllers--constant 
frequency, constant transistor on-time or constant transistor 
off-time--for a total of nine possible systems. 
DC2DC is a similar program for the design of the reactor 
element and/or the evaluation of the steady-state operating 
characteristics of the two-winding voltage step-up/current step-
up converter circuit shown in Figure 2. This converter circuit 
may be coupled with any of the three previously mentioned types 
of controllers to yield three distinct converter systems. 
The design of the reactor and the steady-state evaluation 
of the converter are based on models of the converter circuits 
which make certain simplifying assumptions. These assumptions 
are given in Section 1.2. 
User inputs to the programs include the type of converter/ 
controller combination desired and a set of design require~ents 
which the system must meet. In executing a design or evaluation 
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request, the program makes use o~ a stored data base consisting 
o~ a catalog o~ magnetic core data (usually from manu~acturers' ; ! 
catalogs) and a table listing available sizes o~ magnet wire. 
The reactor design(s) produced by the program include core 
catalog in~ormation, number o~ turns, wire sizes and various 
at-her design parameters. 
In addition to the reactor design routine, an algorithm 
is inclUded in the programs to assist in the evaluation o~ 
certain steady-state operating characteristics o~ the converter/ .J, 
controller combination. This evaluation algorithm may be used 
to automatically evaluate the computer generated design(s) or 
it may be used independently to evaluate a previously generated 
design or a design computed by hand. Outputs ~rom the evaluation 
algorithm include: minimum, maximum, average and RMS values ~or 
the reactor current(s), the RMS value o~ the current through the 
capacitor, pulse widths and ~requency o~ operation, power losses 
in the various components and the converter e~~iciency. These 
output variables are computed over the user speci~ied operating 
range o~ the converter in increments o~ input voltage and output 
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Figure 2. Two-Winding Voltage Step-Up/ 
Current Step-up Converter 
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1.2 DEVICE MODELS 
The design and evaluation algorithms used by the programs 
are based on circuit models which make certain simplifying 
assumptions [l}. The following discussion of device mOdels 
applies to all three converter circuits shown in Figure 1 as 
well as to the two-winding circuit shown in Figure 2. 
1.2.1 Transistor Model 
For the design algorithm, the transistor collector-emitter 
is modeled as a switch with a constant for1,ard voltage drop 
(switch closed) and infinite reverse resistance (switch open) 
as indicated by the equivalent circuit and V-I characteristic 
shown in Figure 3. It is further assumed that the transistor 
base current is negligible. During the transistor on-time 
(T ON) the sv1itch is closed. At the end of this interval, the 
s'witch opens and remains open during the transistor off-time 
(T OFF). It is assumed that switching takes place over a 
negligible time interval. 
For design evaluation purposes. the transistor collector-
emitter is modeled as a lumped linear saturation resistance as 
shown in Figure 4. The power loss in the collector is computed 
by taking the product of the saturation resistance and the 
square Of the RMS value of the collector current. 
I 
.... 










Figure 3. Transistor Model--Design Procedure 
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1.2.2 Diode Model 
Both the design routine and the evaluation algorithm 
assume the diode acts as a constant voltage source in series 
with an ideal diode as indicated by the equivalent circuit 
and V-I characteristic shown in Figure 5. Again, it is assumed 
that switching takes place over a negligible time interval. 
1.2.3 Reactor Element Model 
It is assumed that the magnetic core is operated in the 
linear range o£ constant permeability as shown in the B-H 
characteristic in Figure 6. The design routine is carried 
out assuming that winding resistance is negligible. The 
evaluation algorithm assumes a lumped linear winding resistance 
(equal to the product of the computed ,/"inaing length (meters) 
and the resistivity (ohms/meter) of the wire size) in calculating 
the power loss in the winding(s). The winding losses are 
computed by multiplying the winding resistance by the square 
of the RMB value of the current in the winding. Power losses 
in the magnetic core are approxiluated by use of Legg's equation 
[2J. Total core loss is computed as the sum of three frequency 
dependent aomponents, hysteresis loss, eddy current loss and 
residual loss. These three loss components are related to the 
~ ~ resistance by Legg's equation in modi£ied form: 
1 
/1 i' ,. 
;, •.. 
/"'" 
































Figure 5. Diode Model 




















R = core ~oss resistance 
ac 
jJr = re~at~ve permeabi~i ty 
L = inductanc e (henries) 
a = hysteresis ~oss coe1'1'icient 
c = residua~ ~oss coe1'1'ic ient 
e = eddy current ~oss coe1'ficient 
AB = f~ux density excursion (tesla) 
l' = frequency (Hz) 
The hysteresis, residual and eddy current loss coe1'ficients 
are availab~e from manufacturers' data sheets. Power loss in 
the core is approximated by multiplying the core loss resistance 
by the square 01' the RMS value 01' the 1'undamental component of 
the winding current. Legg's equation is strictly va~id only 
under the conditions of sinusoidal flux and low fl.ux-densi.ty 
excursions. Although these conditions are seldom met in the 
converter operation, Legg's equation is the best approximation 
given the presently available core data. 
1.2.4 Capacitor Model 
It is assumed that the capacitor is so large that there 
is negligib~e ripple voltage at the converter output. To 
approximate power ~oss in the capacitor, the evaluation 
algorithm assumes that the capacitor has a lumped linear 
effective series resistance (ESR). Power loss in the capacitor 
is approximated by taking the product 01' the ESR and the square 
of the RMS va~ue of current through the capacitor. 
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Core, has area A, 
Path length 2. 
;;.-H 
Single-Winding 
(Np ipS+ NS isS~ Two-Winding 










1.2.5 Controller Hodel 
The controller is assumed to be ideal in that it draws no 
current from the load and it operates with negligible time 
! i 
delay. 
1.2.6 Input Voltage Magnitude 
-
The minimum input voltage is assumed to be always larger 
than the transistor saturation voltage drop. 
1.3 THE DATA BASE 
The ~ ~ consists of two sections, a ~ catalog 
and a wire-size tab~e. The programs use the data base a~ong 
. , 
with the design-requirement data in executing an assigned task. 
Un~ike the design-requirement data, the data base will be 
modified infrequent~y. Thus, once the data base is constructed 
and stored in some fashion which a~lows the computer to access 
the information (i.e. cards, magnetic disk, etc.). the user 
need not concern himself with the data base unti~ such time as 
he desires to make revisions or additions to this data. Part 
II of this manua~ dea~s with construction and revisiOn of the 
data base. 
. 
~.3.~ The Core Cata~og 
The ~ Catalog consists of data concerning the avai~able 
magnetic cores. It contains core dimensional data, manufacturers' 













L' 1 I 
the values of relative permeability available. The data in the 
core catalog is usually obtained from manufacturers' core 
catalogs. 
l.3.2 The liire Table 
The ~ Table gives the cross-sectional area and resistivity 
of the available sizes of magnet wire. The area of each wire 
size is listed for bare wire as well as for single, heavy, 
triple and quad synthetic insulated wire. The wire-table data 
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The designer. in using either Program DC1DC or DC2DC, mu"t 
~nput a set or design reouirements which the program will use 
along with a stored ~ ~ in executing the assigned task. 
Part I of this manual deals 1fith the use of the program for 
carrying out design and evaluation problems and centers on the 
input of design-requirement data. It is assumed in Part I that 
the stored data base is already available for use. Part II 
deals with the construction of the data base. 
2.1 PROGRAM PROCEDURES 
DC1DC and DC2DC offer three design/evaluation procedures 
to the user. ~.dure ~ produces a list of up to fifty 
usable reactor aesigns for a given set of design requirements, 
and evaluates as many of these designs as the user desires. 
Procedure DSN2 allows the designer to have a single design I 
computed and evaluated us~ng a specified magnetic core. The 
third procedure, ~. may be used to evaluate any previously I 
completed design. I 
I 
2.1.1 Procedure DSNl 




of converter/controller combination desired and a set of 1 1 
specifications for the system. All cores in the core catalog 
are checked by the program for windability under the constraints I 
I , 
1 
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imposed by the desig:; specifications. A ~ist of up to fifty 
usab~e designs is printed out, including manufacturers' gore 
numbers, value of re~ative permeability, value(s) or inductance, 
number of turns. wire size(s), winding factor, and vaI'ious 
L operating parameters. Beginning with the sma~lest vo~ume core, 
each of these designs, up to a user specified maximum, is 






range ot input vo~tage and output power. Outputs include: 
. , 
~11 , minimum, maximum and RMS values for I;he winding current(s), RMS 
I 
" va~ue of the capacitor current, pulse widths and frequency of 
J 
operation, power ~osses in the core, wire, transistor, diode and 
1 
capacitor, and the estimated converter efficiency. , 
I 
-! 
2.~.2 Procedure DSN2 
i , Under Procedure ~, the user may specify that a design 
" 
be computed and eva~uated for a specific core. The designer 
simply enters the integer core number from the core catalog 
along with the re~ative permeabi~ity and the design requirements. 
By entering dimensional information, the user is also allowed 
n to request that a design be generated for a core Which is not 
U in the core cata~og. Also, if a value of relative permeability 
rl 
lli other than a cata~og va~ue is required, the user may enter loss 
coeffic:tent information and request a design for a particular 
n ! . 
core having the entered va~ue of relative permeability. If 
loss coefficients are not supplied, default values wil~ be 
.'t" 
assumed (see Section 3.4.3). The outputs under Procedure DSN2 
are tile dame as those under Procedure DSN1, except that only 
o . ' 
I 






the specified core can appear in the windable core list. If 
the core entered should fail to meet the design specifications. 
a message to this effect will be printed by the programs. 
2.1.3 Procedure EVAL 
Under Procedure ~, the user may enter a completed design 
of a reactor element and request that an evaluation be 
performed. The evaluation is performed under steady-state 
conditions over a specified range of input voltage and output 
power. As in Procedure DSN2, the core size and relative 
permeability need not be in the core catalog in order for a 
design to be evaluated. However. the wire size used must be in 
~he wire table. To use Procedure EVAL. the designer must input 
the core number (integer) of the core used, the relative 
permeability of the core, the number(s) of turns, the AWG wire 
size(s) and the number of cores in the stack. If a core which 
is not in the catalog is used, dimensional information must be 






is not in the catalog is used, information of the loss coefficients] 
may be given, If loss coefficients are not supplied, default 
values will be assumed (see Section 3.4.3). The outputs from 
':'"" l 
, i 
Procedure EVAL include: minimum, maximum and RMS values for the n 
winding current (s), RMS value of the capac i tor current, pulse 
widths and frequency IO operation, pO>Ter losses in the various :'1 
components and the converter efficiency. 
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2.2 INPUT FORMAT 
The input data for the programs is entered in the form of 
eighty-character records. In the instructions for preparing 
the data, each such record wi~~ be rerered to as a tI~" 
a~though the input data may not necessari~y be in the form of 
computer cards. For examp~e, it may be convenient to store the 
data base on magnetic disk or tape to reduce the number of 
punched cards 'l'hich must be hand~ed. Each record, or "card", 
is divided into a varying number of ~ fie~ds with each data 
fie~d containing the va~ue of a particular variable. The fie~d 
.descriutor, or format, indicates what type of data is contained 
in a particu~ar fie~d. The fie~ddescriptors for each of the 
variables on a card are given in the instructions and are one 
of the standard FORTRAN IV fie~d descriptors discussed in the 
fo~~owing sections [3J ' 
2.2.~ I Format 
The form of the I format is: 1m where m is an integer 
I 
greater than zero. The integer m indicates the number of spaces 
a~~ocated to the fie~d, Variab~es which take on integer va~ues 
in the program are read in under the I format, Any co~umn 
within the field which is ~eft blank wi~l be read as a zero. 
Thus, it is important that a~l variab~es read in under the I 
format be right justified, Characters other ~han digits, plus 
and minus are inva~id in I fields. For an example of the use 
of the I format, see Figure 7. 
l 
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Figure 7. The Integer ~OO Read. Under 
An I5 Format 
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2.2.2 F Format 
The form of the F format is: Fm.n where m is an integer 
greater than zero and n is a integer greater than or equal to 
zero. The letter F indicates that this variable is a fixed point 
decimal number. The integer m indicates the number of spaces 
allocated to the field and the integer n indicates the number 
1 
of decimal places present in the number. Placing a decimal point ~. l 
within the field overrides the value on n and is suggested. Use 
of a decimal point allows the placement of the number anywhere 
within the m spaces. Characters other than digits, plus, minus, 
and decimal point are invalid under the F rormat. For an example 
or the use of the F format, see Figure 8. 
2.2.3 E Format 
The form of the E rormat is: Em.n where m is an integer 
greater than zero and n is an integer greater than or equal to 
zero. The E format is used to read floating point decimal 
numbers with integer exponents. The integer m gives the number 
of spaces allocated to the field and the integer n indicates the 
number of decimal places present in the number. Use of a decimal 
point within the field overrides the value of n and is suggested. 
Exponents are entered by placing either an "E" or a space 
between the mantissa and the exponent. Blank columns are read 
as zeros, so the exponent should be right justified in order for 
its value to be read properly. For an example of the use of the 
E format, see Figure 9. 
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2.2.4 A Format 
The form of the A format is: Am where m is an integer 
greater than zero. The letter A indicates that this is an 
alphanumeric field. All keyboard characters are valid under 
the A format. The integer m gives the number of spaces 
allocated for the field. The A format is used to input 
variables which are words or groups of symbols, such as the 
name of a magnetic core manufacturer. For an example of the 
use of the A format, see Figure 10. 
2.2.5 Characters 
Use of characters within designated fields other than 
those listed below will usually result in severe errors which 
will either terminate the program or give invalid results. 
FORMAT VALID CHARACTERS 
I Digits, +, 
F Digi ts, +, -, decimal point 
E Digits, +, -, decimal point, 
A All keyboard characters 
2.3 THE DATA DECK 
The ~ Deck is the total set of inputs to the program. 
and consists of the ~ ~ and the control cards. The 
programs read the data base first, followed by the control cards 
as shown in Figure 11. Section 3. discusses the control cards. 
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Figure 1.0. The Word "NAHE" Read 
1 i Under An A4 Format 
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CONTROL CARDS 
The control cards are read immediately a~ter the data 
base and are the means by which the user inputs converter design
 
speci~ications and indicates which o~ the three program 
procedures is desired. There are seven types o~ control cards, 
although all seven types need not be used on a given run. The 
names and order o~ the control cards are shown in Figure 12. 
Sections 3.1-3.5 give instructions ~or preparing the control 
cards ~or Pro~ram DC1DC. The number, order and ~unction o~ 
the control cards ~or Program DC2DC are the same as those ~or 
Program DC1DC. However, in severai o~ these cards--speci~ica~ly
 
the Ty~e/Procedure ~, the Design Speci~ication ~ and 
the ~ ~--there are slight di~~erences between programs. 
Sections 3.6-3.9 give instructions ~or preparing the Control 
Cards ~or Program DC2DC. 
In the instructions which ~ollow (Sections 3.1-3.12), 
sections which apply to only ~ o~ the two programs will have 
titles which include the relevent program ~ as illustrated 
in the title of Section 3.1. Titles of sections which apply 
to both programs will ~ contain any re~erence to the program 
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qUIT/CONTDiUE CARD 
* CORE GEOMETRY CARD 
WN2 OR EVa CARD* 
m:.'3IGN Sl?l!;CIFltlATION CARD 
TY~E/pROCEDURE CARD 
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3.1 TYPE/PROCEDURE CARD--PROGRAM DC1DC 
The Type/Procedure Card is the ~irst card in the control 
deck. It speci~ies the type o~ converter/controller combination 
desired, controls the listing o~ the catalog, speci~ies the 
program procedure desired and gives certain parameters used 
in the design evaluation algorithm. The ~ormat o~ the Type/ 
Procedure Card ~or Program DC1J:tC is given below (see also 
Figure 13). A sample ca~d is shown in Figure 14. 
COLUMNS FORMAT PARAMETER 
2-5 
7-8 










Catalog Print Feature 
Program Prccedure 
Maximum Number o~ 
Evaluations to be 
Per~ormed (DSN1) 
Input Voltage Increment 
(volts) 
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Figure 14. Example: Type/Procedure Card 
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3.1.1 Converter/Controller Types--Program DC1DC 
The type o~ converter/controller combination that is to 
be designed and/or evaluated is inll,icated on the Type/Procedure 
Card by the use o~ the proper converter/controller code. DC1DC 
may be used to aid in the design o~ any one o~ the three circuit 
con~igurations shown in Figure 1 in conjunction with any one o~ 
three di~~erent types o~ controllers. The correct converter/ 
controller code for each o~ the nine possible converter systems 
is given below. 
2.QQ! CONVERTER ll!:! CONTROLLER TYPE 
FQ.VU Voltage Step-up Con,stant Frequency 
"'~ 
TNVU Voltage Step-up Constant On-time 
TFVU Voltage Step-up Constant O~~-time 
FQ.CU Current Step-up Constant Frequency 
~::" TNCU Current Step-up Constant On-time 
TFCU Current Step-up Constant O~~-time 
FQ.UD Voltage Step-up/ Constant Frequency 
Current Step-up 
TNUD Voltage Step-up/ Constant On-time 
Current Step-up 
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3.~.4 Eva~uation Parameters 
The Input Vo~tage Increment and the Output Power Increment 
determine the conditions under which the design wil~ be 
evaluated. First, the input vo~tage is set to its minimum value 
and the design is evaluated first for the minimum output power, 
then for the minimum power plus the power increment. The power 
is incremented until the maximum output power is reached or 
exceeded. Then, the input voltage is increased by the input 
vO~tage increment and the process is repeated. When the input 
vo~tage reaches or e;tceeds its maximum value, the evaluation 
routine is terminated. If the Input Vo~tage Increment and/or 
the Output Power Increment are set equal to zero, the program 
will assume a defau~t value. The default value for the Input 
Voltage Increment is one third of the specified input voltage 
range and the default value for the Output Power Increment is 
one fifth of the specified output power range. The minimum 
and maximum values for the input vol~age and the output power 
are specified on the ~~isn Specifi~ation ~. 
3.2 DESIGN SPECIFICATION CARD--PROGRAM DC1DC 
The second card in the control deck is the Design 
Specification Card. The design specifications are entered on 
this card in the format given below (see also Figure 15). A 
sample Design Specification Card is shown in Figure 16. The 























51- 55 I5 
56-60 I5 
61-70 E10.3 
7 2-'T 5 A4 
76-80 I5 
3.2.1 Design Specifications 
1 ........ ~ . 
PARAMETER 
Output Voltage (volts) 
Minimum Input Voltage (volts) 
Maximum Input Voltage (volts) 
Minimum Output Power (watts) 
Maximum Output Power (watts) 
On-time, Off-time or Freq. 
(depending on Controller) 
(JJsec or KHz) 
Residual Flux Density (tesla) 
Minimum Flux Dens i ty (tesla) 
Maximum Flux Dens i ty (tesla) 
Maximum Winding Factor 
Min. No. of Cores in Stack 
Max. No. of Cores in Stack 
Reciproca~ Current Density 
(m /ampere) 
Wire Type 
Min. No. of Strands of Wire 
The maximum ~ density specification sets an upper limit 
for the flux excursion, The computer design algorithm is such 
that the peak flux density of a computed design will reach this 
specified maximum at some point within the design range of input 
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Figure 15. Design Specification Card 
Program DC1DC 
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Program DC1DC 
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The minimum ~ density establishes a lower limit ~or 
the flux excursion. The design algorithm insures that the 
minimum instantaneous flux density of a computed design will 
exceed or equal this specified minimum at every point within 
the design range. This specification may not be chosen to be 
less than the specified residual ~ density of the magnetic 
mate,rial. If the minimum flux density specification is chosen 
to be greater than the residual flux density, all computer 
generated designs will operate in Mode 1 (continuous conduction 
mode) over their entire design range. However, if the minimum 
flux density specification is chosen to be equal to the residual, 
then the generated designs may operate in Mode lover the entire 
design range; ££. in Mode 2 (discontinuous conduction mode) over 
the entire range; or, in Mode lover some portion of the range 
-
and in Mode 2 elsewhere. It should be noted however, that while 
it is possible to force completely Mode l operation by choosing 
the minimum flux density specification to be greater than the 
residual, it is not possible to force the program to generate 
designs which operate in Mode 2 over the entire design range of 
input voltage and output power. 
The maximum winding factor determines which cores are 
acceptable designs. The winding facto~ is computed by taking 
the area of the winding(s) (based on the cross-sectional area 
of the insulated wire) and dividing by the window area 0 t' '~he 
magnetic core. This corresponds to the fractional part of the 
core window which is filled by the winding(s). Cores which 



































rejected. This parameter is ignored in the evaluation portion 
of the programs. Winding factors greater than one are not 
allowed in Procedures DSNl and DSN2. 
The minimum number 2! cores !£ ~ stack and the maximum 
number of cores in the stack allow designs with stacked cores 
to be generated. If fifty usable designs are not found for 
the specified minimum core stack, the stack height is auto- ..... 
matically increased by one and the design procedure is repeated. 
The stack height will be increased in this fashion until fifty 
designs are found or until the specified maximum number of 
cores in the stack is reached. 
Often, it may be desired to use more than one strand of 
wire for the core winding(s). The minim~~ strands 2! ~ 
parameter(s) allows designs to be made with stranded wire. 
If the largest wire size in the wire table will not meet the 
reciprocal current density specification with the specified 
minimum number of strands, the number of strands is auto-
matically increased by the design algorithm until this spec-
ification . ~ loS mel". There is an internal default value of one 
for the minimum number of strands. When using Procedure ~, 
the minimum strands of wire parameter must be set equal to the 
number of strands actually used in the design being evaluated. 
In Program DC2DC, there is a minimum strands of wire specification 
for both primary and secondary windings of the two-winding 
reactor (see Section 3.7). 
.- ... --- ._-,.-_... ..cl 
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3.2.2 Wire Types 
Four types of wire coating are available in the program. 
The user selects the desired type by entering the correct wire 
type code in the field provided for this purpose on the Design 
Specification Card. The wire type codes are given in the table 
below. 
; ..... 
QQQ.! WIRE ~ 
SING Single Coat ing--Synthetic Film Insulation 
HEAV Double Coating--Synthetic Film Insulation 
TRIP Triple Coating--Synthetic Film Insulation 
QUAD Quad Coating--Synthetic Film Insulation 
3.3 ELE14ENT LOSS CARD 
The Element Loss Card gives parameters used to calculate 
approximate power losses in the elements of the converter 
circuit other than the magnetic core. The format for this 
card is given in the table below (see also Figure 17). A 
sample Element Loss Card is shown in Figure 18. Section 1.2 
discusses the device models and power loss calculations. If 
any of the parameters on the Element Loss Card are entered as 
zero (or left blank), the program will assume that the corres-
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COLUMNS FORMAT PARAMETER 








3.4 DSN2 CARD AND EVAL CARD 
3.4.1 DSN2 Card 
Collector Current for above 
(amneres) 
Diode Forward Drop (volts) 
Canacitor Effective Series 
Re;istance (ohms) 
In Procedure DSN2. the program attempts to compute a 
design using a specified magnetic core. The DSN2 card is used 
only if the DSN2 procedure has been specified on the Type/ 
Procedure Card (see Section 3.1). It contains the integer size 
number and the relative permeability of the core for whicb a 
design is desired. The integer core number may be obtained 
from the catalog listing produced by the program. This infor-
mation is found on the catalog listing under the beading "SIZE 
NO. II • The format of the DSN2 Card is given in the table below 
(see also Figure 19). A sample DSN2 Card is shown in Figure 20. 
COLUMNS FORMAT PARAl~ETER 
1-5 
6-10 
15 Core Size Number from Catalog 
F5.0 Relative Permeability of Core 
1.1.-15 15 Number of Cores in Stack 
r 
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Figure 17. E1ement Loss Card 
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Figure 20. Ex.a.mple: DSN2 Ca.rd 
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3.4.2 EVAL Card--Program DC1DC 
In Procedure EVAL, Program DC1DC evaluates a design 
entered by the user. The EVAL card is used only i~ the EVAL 
procedure was specified on the Type/Procedure Card (see Section 
3.1). The EVAL Card contains the integer size number of the 
core, the relative permeability, the number of turns, wire 
size and number of cores in the stack. The integer core number 
may be obtained from the catalog listing produced by the program. 
This information is found on the catalog listing under the 
heading "SIZE NO.". The ~ormat of the EVAL Card for Program 
DC1DC is given in the table below (see also Figure 21). A 














Core Size Number from Catalog 
Relative Permeability of Core 
Number of Cores in Stack 
Number of Turns of Hire 
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Figure 21. EVAL Card--Program DC1DC 
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3.4.3 Procedures DSN2 and EVAL with Cores not in the Catalog j l , 
I 
If either a core size or a relative permeability value 
11 
(or both) is not in the catalog, it is still possible to use 
Procedures DSN2 and EVAL. Simply enter a zero or blank for 
iL the core size and/or permeability on the DSN2 or EVAL Card. If 
a zero (or blank) was entered for the core size number, an 
III additional card must be added immediately following the DSN2 or 
ill ~ ~
EVAL Card which gives the dimensional information for the core 
used. If a zero (or blank) was entered for the value of relative 
I 
" 
permeability, an additional card must be added giving loss coeff-
icient information on the entered core and its value of relative 
I permeability. If both parameters are entered as zero (or blank), 
I then both extra cards are needed. The dimensional data card ----follows the DSN2 or EVAL Card and the ~ coefficient ~ ~ 
r ~ follows the dimensional data card. The formats of these extra 
cards are the same as those of the ~ Geometry ~ (Section 
[ 6.4.2) and the ~-Coefficient Card (Section 6.3). The loss 
~T , "
.. ,. 
coefficient information is used only in the evaluation algorithm. 
If loss coefficients for an entered value of relative permeability 
[ are given as zero (or left blank), the programs will use values 
from the catalog which are for the cataloged value of relative 
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3.5 QUIT /CONTInUE CARD 
The final card in the control deck should have a zero 
column one. If more than one design and/or evaluation is 
desired on a given run, use a card with a one in column one 
fOllowed by another set of control cards. This may be repeated 
for as many design and/or evaluation re'quests as desired. 
PROGRAM DC2DC 
3.6 TYPE/PROCEDURE CARD--PROGRAM DC2DC 
The Type/Procedure Card is the first card in the Control 
Deck for Program DC2DC. It specifies the type of controller 
desired, controls the listing of the catalog and gives the 
desired design constraint option and the design constraint. 
In addition, the Type/Procedure card lists the evaluation 
parameters described in Section 3.1.4. The format of the Type/ 
"" 
Procedure Card is given in the table below (see also Figure 23). 
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COLUMNS FORMAT PARAMETER 
15-20 I6 Design Constraint Option 
21-25 F5.0 Design Constraint Value 
26-30 I5 Max. No. of Evaluations to 
be performed (DSN1) 
31-35 F5.0 Input Voltage Increment 
(volts) 
36-40 F5.0 Output Power Increment 
(watts) 
3.6.1 Converter/Controller Types--Program DC2DC 
Program DC2DC'may be used for the design of the reactor 
element and/or the evaluation of the operating characteristics 
of the two-winding voltage step-up/current step-up converter 
configuration shown in Figure 2. This converter circuit may 
be coupled with anyone of three types of controllers--constant 
frequency, constant trans istor on-t ime or constant transistor 
off-time. The converter/controller code indicates which of 
these three possible systems is to be designed and/or evaluated. 
The correct converter/controller code for each possible type of 
controller is given below • 
TYPE OF CONTROLLER 
FQ2UD Constant Frequency 
T~r2UD Constant On-time 
TF2UD Constant Off-time 
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Figur.e 23. Type/Procedure Ca.rd 
Progra.m DC2DC 
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3.6.2 Catalog Print Feature 
On request, Program DC2DC will print out a listing of the 
core catalog and wire table. The Use of this feature is 
identical to that of the Catalog Print Feature in Program DC1DC 
and is discussed in Section 3.1.2. 
3.6.3 Program Procedure Codes 
The Program Procedure Codes indicate which program procedure 
is desired. These codes are identical to those for Program DC1DC 
and are given in Section 3.] .• 4. The Program Procedures are 
discussed in Section 2.1. 
3.6.4 Design Constraint Options--Program DC2DC 
For the two-winding voltage step-up/current step-up circuit 
configuration shown in Figure 2, knowledge of the converter 
operating range and the magnetic core parameters is not sufficient 
to uniquely determine values for NS and Np [4J. This provides 
an additional degree of freedom in the design which may be useful 
to the designer. Program DC2DC makes use of this extra degree 
of freedom by allowing the user to select any' one of ten Design 
Constraint Outions. Each of these options places a constraint 
on the allowable values of cerkain converter system parameters. 
The actual numerical value of the particular constraint is 
refered to as the Design Constraint Value. The user specifies 
the desired Design Constraint Option by entering the integer 
option number from the list below in the field provided on the 
Type/Procedure Card (see Section 3.6). The Design Constra.int 
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Duty Cycle Centered at Ul 
lUnimum Duty Cycle = U2 
Range of Duty Cycle Variation = U3 
Max. Transistor Collector-Emitter 
Voltage = U4 volts 
Max Reverse Diode Voltage = U
5 
volts 
Max. Peak Transistor Current = U6 amps 
Max. Peak Diode Current = U7 amps 
Maximum Duty Cycle = U8 
Total Number of Turns = NS + Np = U9 
Turns Ratio = NSfNp = U10 
Duty Cycle is defined as the ratio of transistor on-time to 
the total period. 
3.6.5 Evaluation Parameters 
The Evaluation Parameters consist of the Input Voltage 
Increment and the Output Power Increment. These Parameters are 
discussed in Section 3.1.4 and serve the same function in both 
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3.7 DESIGN SPECIFICATION CARD--PROGRAM DC2DC 
The design specifications are entered on the Design 
Specification Card as indicated in the tab~e below (see also 
Figure 25). A sample Design Specification Card for Program 














Output Vo~tage (volts) 
Minimum Input Voltage (vo~ts) 
Maximum Input Voltage (VOlts) 
Minimum Output Power (watts) 
Maximum Output Power (,;atts) 
On-time, Off-time or Freq. 
(depending on control~er) 
(.vs ec or KHz) 
Residual F~ux Density (tes~a) 
Minimum F~ux Density (tesla) 
Maximum Flux Density (tesla) 
Maximum \'/inding Factor 
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Reciprocal Current Density 
(m2 /ampere) 
Wire Type 
Min. No. Strands--Primary 
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Figure 26. Examp~e: Design Specification 
,Cara~-Program DC2DC 
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3.1.~ Design Specifications 
I 
51 
J I 'b. 
The meaning of certain of the design specifications is 
discussed in Section 3.2.~. 
3.7.2 Wire Types 
Four types of wire coating are avai~ab~e in the program. 
The user se~ects the desired type by entering the correct wire 
type cade in the fie~d provided for this purpose on the Design 
Specification Card. The wire type codes are given in Section 
3.2.2 and are identical to those used in Program DC1DC. 
3.8 ELEMENT LOSS CARD 
The Element Loss Card gives parameters used in computing 
approximate power loss in the transistor, diode and capacitor. 
The format of this card is given in Section 3.3 and is the same 
as that used in Program DC1DC. 
3.9 DSN2 AND EVAL CARD 
3.9.1 DSN2 Card 
In Procedure DSlI2, the program attempts to compute a design 
using a specific magnetic core. The DSN2 Card is used only if 
the DSN2 procedure was specified on the Type/Procedure Card 
(Section 3.6). The format of the DSN2 Card is identical to that 
used in Program DC~DC and is discussed in Section 3.4.1. 
I 
I 
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3.9.2 EVAL Card--Program DC2DC 
In Procedure EVAL, the program eva~uates a design entered LI 
by the user. The EVAL Card is used on~y if the EVAL procedure 
was specified on the Type/Procedure Card (Section 3.6). The 
EVAL Card gives the integer size number of the core, the re~ative 
permeabi~ity, the number of cores in the stack, the wire sizes, 
and the number of pr·imary and secondary turns. The integer core 
size number may be obtained from the "SIZE NO." co~umn on the 
cata~og ~isting produced by the program. The format of the EVAL 
Card is given in the tab~e be~ow (see a~so Figure 27). A samp~e 
EVAL Card is shown in Figure 28. 
COLUMNS FORMAT PARAMETER 
~-5 I5 Core Size Number from Cata~og 
6-~0 F5.0 Re~ative Permeabi~ity of Core 
n-~5 I5 Number of Cores in Stack , 
~6-20 I5 Number of Primary Turns 
2~-25 I5 Wire Size of Primary \ofinding 
26-30 I5 Number of Secondary Turns 
3~-35 I5 Wire Size of Secondary Winding 
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Figure 28. Example: EVAL C~rd--Program DC2DC 
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3.9.3 Procedures DSN2 and EVAL with Cores not in the Catalog 
If either a core size or a relative permeability value 
(or both) is not in the catalog, it is still possible to use 
Procedures DSN2 and EVAL. The method for using this feature 
is identical to that used in Program DC1DC and is discussed in 
Section 3.4.3. 
3.io ~UIT/CONTINUE CARD 
The final card in the control deck should have a zero in 
column one. If more than one design or evaluation is desired on 
a given run, a card with a oue in column one may be used followed 
by another set of control cards. This may be repeated if desired. 
This feature is identical to that used in Program DC1DC. 
3.11 ASSE14BLING THE CONTROL CARDS 
The Control Cards for Programs DC1DC and DC2DC should be 
placed in the following order as shown before in Figure 12: 
1. Type/Procedure Card -- For Program desired (DC1DC or DC2DC) 
2. Design Specification Card -- For Program desired (DC1DC or 
DC2DC) 
3. Element Loss Card 
4. DSN2 or EVAL Card 
• 5. Core Geometry Card 
Only used if Procedure DSN2 or Procedure 
EVAL was specified on the Type/Procedure 
Card 
Only used in Procedures DSN2 and EVAL 
when the core size is not in the 
Catalog 
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6. Loss-Coefficient Card--On1y used in Procedures DSN2 and 
EVAL when the va1ue of re1ative 
permeabi1ity is not in the cata10g 
7. Quit/Continue Card 
3.12 ASSEMBLING THE DATA DECK 
The data cards shou1d be p1aced in the fo11owin~ order as 




The Data Base 
Wire Tab1e Cards 




































Figures 29 and 30 show sample outputs from Programs DC~DC 
and DC2DC respectively. The values of the output variables in 
these figures have been replaced by integer note numbers. 
Section 4.1 relates the integer note number to the meaning of 
the output variable or symbol. The output variables and symbols 
are also defined in the Appendix. Many of the output variables 
have the same meaning in both programs. Thus, in these cases, 
the particular variable in Figures 29 and 30 will be referenced 
to the same note number in Section 4.1. If a note applies to 
only one of the programs, the correct program will be clearly 
indicated in the text of the note. Otherwise, program names will 
not appear in the note. 
I 
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ler (Program DC~DC) 
Type of Contro~~er (DC2DC) 
V OUT 
V IN MIN 
V IN MAX 
P OUT MIN 





TON, T OFF or FREQ 




See Sections 3.~.~ & 3.6.1 
See Section 3.~.1 
See Section 3.6.1 
The regu~ated converter 
output voltage (volts) 
The specified minimum 
input vo~tage (volts) 
The specified maximum 
input voltage (volts) 
The specified m~n~mum 
output power (watts) 
The specified maximum 
output power (watts) 
The transistor saturation 
vol t age ( volt s) 
The current in the co~lector 
of the transi stor at which 
the saturation voltage was 
measured (amperes) 
The diode forward drop 
(vo~ts) 
The effective series 
resistance (ESR) of the 
capacitor (ohn:,') 
The constant parameter of 
the controller, either 
transistor on-time, trans-
istor off-time or frequency 
(.I)sec or KHz) 
The residual flux density 
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r I : J ; 
NOTE NO. OUTPUT VARIABLE ~ ~ L 
15 B MIN The specified mJ.nJ.mum ft flux density (tesla) t ' 
16 MAX specified B The maximum 
r I flux density (tesla) I ' 
17 WIND FACTOR The specified maximum 
allowable ' .. inding factor U 18 MAX CORES The specified maximum 
allowable number of cores ,-
in the stack , 
lo", 
19 lfIRE TYPE See Section 3.2.2 , I 
20 RECIPROCAL CURRENT The specified minimum ~j DENSITY re2iprocal current density " ) (m / amlJere ) 
1 21 MIN STRANDS The specified minimum no. I \..':..1 
\ of strands of wire to be used in the winding (DClDC) , ;( 
I..J. 
22 rUN PRI. STRANDS The specified minimum no. 
1~ of strands of wire to be i used in the primary wind-
"" ing (DC2DC) 




of strands of wire 'co be , " 
used in the sec,ono.ary wind-r- ing (DC2DC) L 24 DESIGN CONSTRAIllT See Section 3.6.4 (DC2DC) 
r: I 25 SIZE NO. The integer core size no. I 1 i from the catalog (see I 
Section 6.4) J, 
26 MANUFACTURER'S rm. The particular core number 
\ 
from the catalog of the 
first core manufacturer (in this case, Magnetics) 
27 MANUFACTURER'S NO. The particular core number L! from the catalog of the 
second core manufacturer ( in this case, Arnold I fi Engineering) 
1 
\ .. ; 
Ii L: 
t r '----~""-'"""""~~,>;"'''''~--",=,,,,,,,-,'' "'--""'''T~-'~' I ~ ---1 --I ... --'~'---' ~ ~,. l I :::, A , ~. I -~~ 
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37 SEC. IND 
38 HDG FAC 




The value of reJative 
permeability of the core 
The number of turns of 
wi.re in the winding (DC1DC) 
The number of turns of 
wire in the primary wind-
ing (DC2DC) 
The AWG wire size used in 
the winding (DC1DC) 
The AWG wir,.~ size used in 
the primary winding (DC2DC) 
The computed value of 
inductance (mh) (DC1DC) 
The computed value of pri-
mary inductance (mh) (DC2DC) 
The number of turns of wire 
in t-he secondary winding 
(DC2DC) 
The AWG wire size used in 
the secondary winding 
(DC2DC) 
The computed value o,f the 
secondary inductance (mh) 
(DC2DC) 
The computed value of the 
winding factor, defined as 
the ratio of the area of 
the core window filled by 
the winding(s) to the total 
window area of the core 
The mode of operation which 
occurs at the design point 
in the PO-VI plane [4J • 
A "l" denotes Mode 1 oper-
ation (continuous conduc-
tion) and a "2"impli es 
Mode 2 (discontinuous cond-
uction) oneration. (DC1DC) 
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I n L. NOTE NO. OUTPUT VARIABLE !Q.!! 
fi I L1 40 OP MODE A value o:r "J. n :ror this 
variable indicates that ! 
U the converter opr-r.ates in Mode 1 (continuous conduc-
tion) everywhere within 
r 
the design range. A value 
of "2f1 indicates that the 
converter onerates in Mode 
2 (disconti;;uous conduction) 
at least somewhere within ..... 
the design range 
Ii 41 IB MAX The maximum value that the ~,,1i peak reactor current takes 
on over the entire design 
ii-' range o:r the converter 
L,; (DC1DC) 
42 IBP MAX The maximum value that the 
-
'j peak primary current takes 
LJ on pver the entire design 
range of the converter 
, (DC2DC) 
c" 
43 IBS MAX The maximum value that the 
~ peak secondary current takes 
! on over the entire design J~ 




44 IXRMS MAX The ma.ximum value that the '~ .. J 
RMS reactor current takes on p over the entire design ~ 
" 
;t'ange of the converter .. -
(DClDC) 
rl 
! 45 IPRMS MAX The maximum value that the 
RMS primary current takes 
on over the entire design 
range o:r the converter 
(DC2DC) . 
46 ISRMS MAX The maximum value that the 
RMS secondary current takes 
on over the entire liesign 
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"I 
NOTE NO. OUTPUT VARIABLE ~ 
. , 
J 
• I 1 47 I ICRl~S MAX The maximum value that the , 
RMS capacitor cUl'rent takes 
on over the entire de'sign 
range of the conv~rter 
48 REACTOR AREA The cross-sectional area 
of the magnetic material 
in the core stack used 
2 (m 1 ~ 
49 PATH LENGTH The mean magnetic path 
j 
length of the core used ( m) 
50 CORE WN. AREA The area ~f the core 
window (m ) 
51 REACTOR LENGTH/TURN The mean length/turn of ~ 
the wound reactor, computed 
on the same basis as the ~f 
core length/turn parameter ,; 
~ ~ (see SeC' • 6.4.2) (m) 
52 REACTOR HEIGHT The height in meters of 
the core stack ' . 
53 REACTOR MASS The mass of the wound 
reactor, neglecting the 
mass of the wire insulation .'j 
(kg) I 
1 54 WIRE LEliGTH The length in meters of the 
wire used in the <,;inding, 
based on a 40% winding factor 
(DC1DC) .. _i 
"..::; 
55 PRI. WIRE LENGTH The length in meters of the 
wire used in -the primary 
winding, based on a 40% 
winding factor (DC2DC) 
56 WIRE RES. The resistance in ohms of 
the winding (DC1DC) 
57 PRI. WIRE RES. The resistance in ohms of 
the primary winding (DC2DC) 
58 SEC. WIRE LENGTH: The length in meters of'the 
wire used in the secondary i Winding, based on a 40% i 
winding factor (DC2DC) 
","--, '-I -~T' 
"T ~l-- I L J 
\ \ 















































T ON or T' OFF 
(depending on controJ.ler) 
FREQ 
FREQ or T ON 




r I ! il> 
The resistance in ohms of 
the secondary winding 
(DC2DC) 
The converter output power 
(watts) 
The minimum vaJ.ue of the 
reactor current over a 
cycJ.e (amperes) (DCJ.DC) 
The vaJ.ue in amperes that 
the primary current takes 
on at the beginning of the 
transistor on-time (DC2DC) 
r 
The vaJ.ue in amperes that 
the secondary current takes 
on at the beginning of the 
transistor on-time (DC2DC) 
The maximum value in amperes 
that the reactor. current 
takes on over a cycle (DC1DC) 
The maximum value in amperes 
that the primary current 
takes on over a cycle (DC2DC) 
The maximum value in amperes 
that the secondary current 
takes on over a cycle (DC2DC) 
The transistor on-time 
(T ON), or that portion of 
the transistor off-time 
during which the reactor 
current is greater than zero 
(T'OFF). (DC1DC) (})sec) 
The converter frequency 
(KHz) (DCJ.DC) 
The converter frequency in 
KHz (FREQ) or the trans-
istor on-time (T ON) in 
.I) sec (DC2DC ) 
The average value (amperes) 
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75 LOSSES TRANS 
76 LOSSES DIODE 
77 LOSSES WIRE 
78 LOSSES CORE 
79 LOSSES CAPAC 







The RMS value (amperes) of 
the reactor current (DCIDC) 
'rhe RMS value (amperes) of 
the primary current (DC2DC) 
Th. RMS value (amperes) of 
the secondary current 
(DC2DC) 
.. t 
The RMS value (amperes) of 
the current in the capacitor 
Estimated power loss (watts) 
in the transistor (see ~ec. 
1.2.1) 
Estimated power loss (watts) 
in the diode (see Sec. 
1.2.2) 
Estimated power loss (watts) 
in the reactor winding{s) 
(see Sec. 1.2.3) 
Estimated power loss (watts) 
in the magnetic core 
material (see Sec. 1.2.3) 
Estimated power loss (watts) 
in the capacitor (see Sec. 
1. 2.4) 
Estimated total power loss 
(watts). Computed as the 
sum of the transistor, diode, 
wirer core and capacitor 
losses 
Estimated converter effec-
iency (%). Computed as tpe 
ratio of the output power 
to output power plus losses 
The estimated converter 
effeciency divide! by the 
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The five sample programs given in Sections 5.2-5.6 oi'i'er 
possible uses of: Program DelDC in the solution to a hypothetical 
design problem, The same design problem is attacked through the 
use of: Program DC2DC in Sections 5.7-5.~. These sets of programs 
begin with specif:ied design requirements and work toward two 
completed reactor element designs (a single-winding design from 
Program DC1DC and a two-'"inding design from Prozram DC2DC) using 
the comput e1· programs as tools. The proc edure followed in 
completing these designs is structured so as to illustrate all 
of the available program procedures and is not intended to be 
illustrative of a "typical" design procedure. A single design 
problem was chased so that similarities and dif:ferences in the 
program output could be more readily compared across the set of 
program procedures. Also, the use of a single design problem 
serves to more clearly illustrate some of the possible advantages 
offered by the Design Constraint Options provided by Program DC2DC. 
In the following sections, the previously adopted convention of 
including the relevent program name in the title of each section 
will be continued. Sections whose titles do not mention a part-
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5.1 SAMPLE PROBLE14 
, i 
L. ! 
Design a reactor element for a voltage step-up/current. step-
up converter with a cvnstant frequency controller which will meet 
the following set of design requirements: 
Output Voltage 24.0 volts 
Input Voltage Range 6.0 to 16.0 volts 
Output Power Range 10.0 to 20.0 watts 
Converter Frequency 10.0 KHz 
Also given are the following pe.ameter values for the circuit 
components: , i; 
Transistor Saturation Voltage 1.0 volt @ 10.0 amperes 
Diode Forward Drop 0.6 volt 
Capacitor ESR 0.10 ohm 
By cor_sulting manufacturers' core catalogs; it is determined 
') 
! 
that the Residual ~ Density of the core material is on the 
order of 0.01 t esla. From manufac.turer's data a value should also be 
selected for the maximum operating ~ density so that the program 
assumption that the core operates in its linear region is satis-
.' 
fied. Assume that a value of 0.36 tes1a will satisfy this assum-
pt ion. 
Finally, assume the commonly used values of 0.4 for the 
ma=imum allowable winding factor, 5.067 * 10-7 m2/amuere (= 1000 
circular mils/ampere) reciprocal current density and that heavy 
coated wire will be used for the winding(s). The maximum value 
., ... - ~ ---- ... - " 
( 
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75 
of the winding factor is J'.:termined ~arge~y by the technique 
used for winding the core and the wire size. Experience is the 
best guide for choosing a maximum a~~owable winding factor. The 
reciprocal current density va~ue chosen may vary with app~ication 
and type of package or other criteria and the type of wire 
coating chosen depends on turn-to-turn vo~tage ~evel and possib~y 
other factors. 
5.2 SAMPLE PROGRA~! #l -- PROGRA:4 DC~DC 
As a starting point, Sp.l!1ple Progra.;r, #~ uses the DSN~ pro-
cedure of Program DC~DC to obtain a ~ist of usable sing~e-winding 
reactor designs for the circuit of Figure l-c. By refering to 
Sections 3.1 - 3.6 it can be seen that most of the required 
input data has been given in Section 5.~. lIow the minimum number 
of cores in the stack, the minimum number of strands of wire, the 
minimum value of flux density, and a set of parameters for use in 
the eva~uation must be se~ected. 
Setting the minimum ~ density equal to the residual flux 
density insures that both designs which operate only in Mode 1 
(continuous conduction mode) and those which operate both in 
Mode 1 and Mode 2 (discontinuous conduction mode) vill be pro-
duced. Un~ess space or wire stiffness is a prob~em, designs with 
on~y one core and one strand of vire wou~d norma~~y be desired. 
Choosing a vne core minimum stack and the minimum number of 
Jtrands = ~ wi~~ al~ov such designs to be computed. Also, assume 






For illustration, the first three designs are p.valuated in 
Sample Program #1. Since both the input voltage range and the 
I output power range cover 10 units, setting the input voltage 
i:lcrement and the output power increment equal to 2.0 unit s gives 
evaluations at six values of output power for each one o~ six 
values of input voltage, i.e. thirty-six evaluation points. 
5.2.1 Design Requirement Input Data--Sample Program #1 (DCIDC) 
The following is a com:pl"te summary of the input data: 
Converter/Controller Code FQUD 
Catalog Print Code NP 
Program Procedure DSNl 
Output Voltage 24.0 volts 
Input Volt~ge Range 6.0 to 16.0 volts 
Output Power Range 10.0 to 20.0 watts 
Converter Frequency 10.0 KHz 
Residual :'lux Density 0.01 tesla 
lHnimum Flux Density 0.01 tesla 
Maximum Flux Density 0.36 tesla 
Maximum 'Hinding Factor 0.4 
1?ire Type Code HEAV 
Reciprocal Current Density 5.067 * 10-
7 2 m /ampere 
~inimum No. of Cores in Stack 1 
Maximum No. of Cores in Stack 2 
Minimum No. of Strands of 'Hire 1 
































Diode Forward Drop 0.6 volt 
Capacitor ESR 0.1 ohm 
Maximum Ho. o~ Evaluations 3 
Input Voltage Increment 2.0 volts 
Output Po,;er Increment 2.0 watts 
-~-. 
5.2.2 Control Cards--Sample Program #1 (Program DC1DC) 
The control cards for Sample Program #1 are shown below. 
Sections 3.1-3.6 give instructions for preparing these cards. 
F~!IJD til"' IISN1 3 2 .. 8.. 
84" b. 16. 11.1. 8U. 1 !). .. (11 ;01 .. 36 .4 1 
2 5.067£-07 HE,ll! 1 
1.(1 10. " 6(t • 1 
I) 
:00000000000000 J 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 00 00 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 000 0 0 0 0 0 0





5.2.3 Results of Sample Program #l--Program DC1DC 
The results of Sample Program #1 are given on the followjng 
pages. Progran DC1DC has produced a list of ~ifty single-wind-
ing reactor deSigns which will meet the design requir.ements. 
The list of designs gives the manufacturers' catalog numbers, 
relative p,:rmeability, number of turns, wire size, and winding 
factor for each usable design as well as other parameters. Note
 
from the print out that all of the designs generated use only on
e 
core in the stack. Also, many of the designs operate in Mode 2 
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/ 
(discontinuous conduct-ion mode) over some portion of the oper-
ating range. This can be seen from the "OP MODE" column of the 
design list. Note also that the actual winding factor, as seen 
in the "WDG FAC" column, is less than the specified maximum of 
0.4 for all the listed designs. By noting the RMS value of the 
reactor current from the ~'IXRMS ~MAX" column and appl:ring the 
reciprocal current density constraint, it can be seen that the 
-. 
program has chosen the correct wire size in all cases. 
In the design evaluations, the output gives the same design 
information as was given in the design list. However, additional 
information on the reactor is also given. As desired, thirty-six 
evaluation points have been produced with six values of output 
power for each of six values of input voltage. Note that the 
value of IA is equal to zero over some part of the design range 
for those designs whose "OP HODE" is equal to two. The last two ~, 
columns in the evaluation output give estimates of the converter 
efficiency and the efficiency/mass. The EFF/MASS column may be 
particularly useful in comparing designs in terms of performance-
to-weight. 
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"/ 
D£SIG8 EVALOA'IIDH 
HAX .. .0. Of EVALtJATIOllS • 3 
1 •• ~ •••••••••• ( •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••• t ..................... -............................................................................. " ...... " ............. 
'EiAtUATICU FCB DESIGN NO. 
- " SIZ!: IIAGNE'tICS ARNOLD ". K A"G IND .. VoG oSN OP Ie llFHS ICF:!S no. 
"H FAC HOOt- 110D£ n1% nAI nAX 
21. 55548 A-SQS121 125. 22 12 o. 063 C .. 276 1 2 8.248 ~.291 2.C09 




'G • CHns 
6.i20E-OS S .150e-02 2.927£-0" 11 .. 270:::-02 1.160E-Q2 7.379E-02 9.394£-01 lJ.99JE-i)J 
,. IU"" 6.0 
PO IA IB T ON FREQ I.XAVE IXRMS leRKS ••••••• * •• "'. LOSSES (VA.'ITS) .......... "'. EPF EfP/HASS VA'ITS lonE'S AHPS OSEC ,"Z AHE'S U:i~S lliPS TBANS DI.ODE VIB:!: COBE cUlie TOTAL ~ ~/llG 
10. a g.o 5.-' 71.7 10.00 2.467 3.067 1.189 0.782 0 .. 250 0.047 0.757 O.ltU 1.977 93.:- 1.132?: OJ 12.0 .0 6.2:b 78 .. 5 10.00 2.960 3.516 1.3.56 1.027 0.300 0.\]62 0.989 0 .. 184 2.562 52.~ , .. 117=:03 14.0 D.111 6.77 83.1 10.0(1 3.q53 3.948 1.514 1.295 0.350 0.078 1. 167 0.229 3.120 s,.~ 1.1DBED3 16.0 0.63 7.26 B3.1 10.00 3.947 II.JBG 1.675 1.599 0.400 0.096 '.161 0.2B1 3.:'lf2 8l.~ 1.ll0!! 03 lB.D 1.' J 7.75 83.1 10.00 lJ.4QO 4.535 1.840 1.943 0.450 0.117 1.167 0.339 4.015 81.f 1 .. 10BE 03 20.0 1 .. 62 8.25 83.1 10.00 4.933 5.291 2.009 2.321 0.500 0.140 1.161 0.404 lJ.537 81 .. : ':.lC1SE 03 
V IU= a.D 
PO IA IB ~ O. ZBEQ IXAiE IXBHS !eEMS ******** ... ** LOSSES (WATTS) ****.******. EPP £!F/ftASS IlA'l''IS AHPS MiPS USEe KHZ AHpS AKPS !rtpS TRANS DIODE SlISE COBE CAPAC TOTAL • S/I\G 
10.0 0.0 5.12 51.2 10.00 1.881 2.618 1.189 0.558 0.250 0 .. 036 0 .. 157 C .. 141 1. 71~3 85.: 1.154:: 03 12 .. 0 0.0 6.26 56.1 10.00 2.257 9.010 1.356 0.734 0 .. 300 0.047 0.989 0.181; 2.254 84 .~ 1.141£ il3 111.0 0.0 6.77 60.6 10.00 2.633 3.:'47 1.514 0.925 0.350 O.J59 1.240 0.229 2.803 83.1 1.129:: (loJ 16.0 0.0 7.23 6u.8 10.00 3.010 3.810 1.664 1.130 0.1100 0.072 1.508 0.277 3.381 62'0=' 1.118ED3 lB.O 0.0 7.61 68.7 10. 00 3.396 q.161 1.809 1.3Q.9 0.El50 0.C86 1.793 0.327 Q.OD5 e 1. E 1.109£ 03 20.0 0.0 8.09. 72.4 10.00 3 .. 762 'I.SOll 1 .. 9ll9 ,.579 0.500 0.101 2.09Q 0.380 £1.6511 al. '1 1.C99E 03 
'I 111= 10.0 
PO IA IB T ON nEC! lrAV!. nEbS ICRrsS ** •••• *"'**** loeSSES (WA'rrs) ••••••••• * •• EFF £:F/H'ASS iiATTS A/:1PS At1PS USEC ~ltz AtlPS A.l!I1S !HPS TRA}l5 DIODE llIBE coa~ CAPAC TOTAL • I/KG 
10. a 0.0 5.72 39.9 10.00 , .556 2.435 1.189 0.431; 0.250 0.030 0.757 Ii. ~~1 1 ~613 86.' 1.167£ 03 12.0 0.0 6.26 qJ.6 10.00 1.867 2.792 1.356 0.571 0.300 0.C39 0.989. O. 1 ell 2 .. 082 e5.: 1.15SE 03 111.0 0.0 6.7; tl7.1 19:9g 2.178 3.13Q. 1.51lJ 0.719 0.350 0.C1l9 1.2UO 0.229 2.587 all • .:. 1.1U4[ 03 16.0 0.0 7.23 50.lI 2 .. lJ89 3.~64 1.664 0.879 o.qOO 0.060 1.508 0.277 3.120 .33 .. ~ 1.134 E OJ 1 e. 0 C.O 7.67 53.Q. 10.00 2.800 3.7Bll - 1.809 1.DU9 C.U50 0.:l72 1.793 0.327 3.690 83.C 1.125£ OJ 
2.0.0 _0. a 8.09 56.3 10. a:) 3.111 4.096' l.9Q9 1.223 0.500 O .. CBQ 2.094 0.380 1;.285 a2.!; '.116E 03 
V IN= 12.0 
po IA IB ~ O. PREQ IIAn InKS ICRMS ....... ****** tOSSES (WATTS) ***.*** ••••• E~F ni~i~!:s iiAT'IS A~PS A!'lPS USEC 'HZ MIPS Al!FS !!!PS TRANS DIODE WIBE CORE CAPAC 'IOTAL .~ 
10. C 0.0 5.72 32.6 10.00 1.3IJ9 2.261 1.189 0.355 0.250 0.026 0.757 0.1IJl , .530 e6.7 1.175E03 12. C D. a 6.26 35.7 10.00 1.618 2. :00 1.356 ').467 0.300 g.D3" 0.989 0.lB4 1.973 e5.C; 1.164E 03 14.0 0.0 6.77 38.6 10.00 1.898 2.918 1.51 II 0.583 0.350 .043 1.240 0.229 2 .. 450 85 .. 1 , .153E 03 
16 .. 0 0.0 1.23 41.2 10.00 ~:J~~ 3.226 1.66U 0.719 0.400 0.052 1.508 0.277 2 .. 956 au.::. i. '.<i4! 03 lB. a 0.0 7.67 43.7 10.00 3.=24 1.809 O.85~ 0 ... 450 0.062' 1.793 0.327 3.490 '3 1.13!:E 03 20.0 0.0 8.09 lI6.1 10.00 2.697 ,1. au 1.949 1.005 0 .. 500 0.073 2.094 0.380 ij. 051 oJ. Z 1.127E 03 
V IH= lQ.O 
, 
eo IA I. ~ OH rREQ IXAVE III!!'IS IC;UI.S **** ••• ***** LOSSES (WATTS) *.*.* •• ~ •• ** EFT." E:?/HloSS 
IlA'l"IS AHt'S AHPS USEe 'HZ AMPS 1r.lf~S ItlPS TRANS DI.ODE HaE ,eOBE CAPAC 'lO'rAL r. I/I\G 
10.0 0.0 27.6 10.00 1.2135 2.143 1.189 0.301 0.250 0.023 0.757 0.141 1.472 a7.1 1.181£ 03 " ; 5.72 
"n 12. a 0.0 6.26 30.2 10.00 1.446 2.qSB 1.356 • t).395 g.300 0.030 O.9B9 O. 1 all 1.oS9a 86. :! ,.170E03 :; l 1',g 0.0 6.77 32.6 10 • 00 l:'~~J 2.759 ·1: g~g O.49~ .. 350 0.038 1.2110 0.229 2.355 85.e 1 .. HiDE 03 16. 0.0 7.23 3Q..9 0.00 3. !:Q.9 D.60a o.uOO 0.046 1. !:iDe 0.277 2.9UO 8t1.9 1.1:;1£03 
,pi 18.0 0.0 1.67 37.0/) 10.01] 2.166 3.331 1. a09 0.72E 0.450 g:g~~ 1.793 0 .. 32-1 3.352 54.! 1.11.:2E 03 20 .. 0 0.0 8.09 39.0 10.00 2.41 3.605 1.949 0 .. 850 0.500 2.094 0 .. 380 3.B89 83.7 1.135£ 03 I 
V lli= 16.0 
I 
eo IA Ie T OR PEZQ Iun IXal'ts tCRns •• * ••• ****** LOSSES ('il1-.'ITS) .* •• * •••• **. EPF EF?/r1ASS Vl'I'IS AlIPS AMPS USEC 'HZ AtfPS A!:I.PS MIPS ~R1.HS DIODE WIBE coeE CAPAC TOTAL • ~/£G 
10.0 D.g 5.72 23.9 10. 00 1.100 2.Me 1.189 0.261 0.250 0.021 0.157 0.1-41 1.430 87.S 1.186£ 03 12 .. C D. 6.26 26.2 10.00 1.320 2.348 1.356 0.342- 0.300 0.028 0.989 0 .. HIli 1.8U3 eli .1 1.175E 0] 
.14 .. a 0.0 6.77 2B.3 10.0Il 1.541) 2. £36 1.514 0.432 0.350 0.Q35 1.2110 0.2.29 2. .. 285 86.C 1.16Se 03 
1 16.0 0.0 7.23 30.2 10.00 1.760 2.913 1.664 I) .527 0.1100 0.042 1.508 0.271 2.755 'Is.:! 1.156E 0] lB. C 0.0 1.67 32.1 10.01} 1.9ao 3 .. 182 1. a09 0.629 0 .. u50 0.051 1.793 0.J27 ].250 84.7 1.14BE 03 I 20.0 0.0 B.09 3J.S 10.00 2.200 3.!f1l1l 1.949 0.731 0.500 0.059 2. 094 0.380 3.170 84. , 1.140£ 03 I 
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".g 1 .. 22 16. 1.71 
18.0 2.21 
20.Q 2.70 
T n- a.o 
'0 Il il'I1:5 laps 
10.0 D. a 
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RtAC't'OB STAt,. R!lC'rOi 
LltlG'I'HrtUUlC E!XGHT I!.lSS 
• • 
<G 
4.3.110%-02 1.130!-O2 7.9522-02 
IXATE TXFflS leRns ......... * ....... I.DSS?!S (UnSI 
,lriPS Ani'S l~PS 'rSUS DIOD2 VIS!: CORE 
2.Il61 2.78t1 1.065 O.51lll. 0.250 O.C63 0.524 l··60 j.229 1.229 O.S65 8:5gg D .. ':65 O.62Q 
.IlS3 .666 1.3g8 1.129 0.111 o. E2ti; 
3.9t17 tI.152 1.511 1.43] g:~~g D.l1l0 C.62t1 tI.!itlO Il.S21l 1.11;6 1.777 O.17t1 0.621; 
1;.9JJ S.C99 1.923 2.161 0.500 o • .211 0.621; 
IXU!: II3P1S leaKS ............. I.OSS!S (~~~S) 
ltU?S AftfS laps t'B}.KS DIODE iUS 
1.s81 2.=27 1.063 0 • .1158 0.250 D.CI$8 0.721 
2.2.57 2.782 1.210 0.603 0.300 D.C6) 0.941 
2.633 3.123 1.3.119 O.75~ 0.350 0.:119 1. lBD 
3.010 3. :152 l.II.B2 0.923' 0.'100 0.(;,97 l.3BO 
3.386 3.785 1.616 1.1 ~ 5 D .. tl50 0.111 l.3BO 
3.762 11.125 1.753 1.325 0.500 0.138 1.380 
IX!T1'! :I%;iI1S !l·.!'t!s •.•......• "'. LCSS!S ('il'tTSI 
loKI'S AJlfS !KPS t'S.1tiS DIODE VIS.E ceEE 
1.556 2 .. 207 1.063 0.357 0.250 0.'::$0 0.121 
1 .. Sr:.7 2.530 1 .. 210 0.u6!? 0 .. 300 0.")52 0.9Q.1 
2.179 ~."D 1.3U9 O.!l91 O.35(! O.C56 l.1S0 2.1;99 .139 1.Il82 0.122 Co.II00 C.':90 1. 1135 
2.900 3.1;29' 1.609 0.851 0 .. "50 O.J96 1.706 
3.111 3.711 1.731 1.009 0.500 0.112 1.992 
tIAT! Ixsas ICB:lS ••••• c** •••• I.O.5~!S (~~IiS'· 
15£1", l.lUS ItlpS 'rHUS DIODE VI3E 
1.31l8 2.C5S: 1.063 0.292 0.250 O.C3" 0.721 
1 .. 61S 2.356 1.210 0 .. 383 0.3CO. 0 .. e1l5 c. 91;. 1 
1 .. aa9 2. EQ.tI- 1.3U9 O.Q!!3 0.350 0.051 1.180 
2.158 2.523 1.4.92 o .. 59J 0.400 O.C69 1.U35 
2.Q.27 3."!g3 1.609 %:~g~ 0. 11 50 0.C93 1.706 2.697 3.1;55 1.731 0.500 0.:97 1.992 
J:Uvg IlBHS ICB!lS ............. LOSS!'S tUffS) 
A.t!I'S 1l1ES 11:1£15 'tBJ.!lS DIOD! SlI!a coaa 
1.205 1.l!42 1.053 0.24; Q.250 a .. C31 . a.721 
1. uU5 2 .. 227 1.21\) 0.312 0.300 0.111.0 0.9111 
1.681 2.=00 1.3119 0.tl-C9 0.350 o.eSl 1.180 
1.928 2.763 1.'182 0 .. 50:) O.'gD o. C62 1.435 
2.159 3.1]18 1.60':J 0.595 0.11 a 0.01" 1.706 
2.ij10 3.267 1.131 0.693 0.500 o.ca1 1.992 
"tIUE 'I'I!H'tS Ions "' ........... LOss:!s (~8d~Sl 
l.riI'S l.!U?S l!5.PS 'taus DIODE WISE 
1 .. 100 1.S55 1.063 0.21tl 0.2:0 0.C2e 0 .. 721 
1.321) 2.128 1.210 0.281 0 .. 3ilO 0.137 0.941 
1.5"0 2.38B 1.3119 0.35", 0.350 g:~M 1 • .,80 1.160 2 .. ,!QO 1.1I~2 0.1133 0.400 1.U35 
1.9~0 2.QSu 1.609 0 .. 517 0.11.50 g:a~~ 1.706 2.200 3.1Z1 1.731 0.605 0.500 . 1. 992 
R~RODuornn.JTY OF THYiJ 
ORIGlNAL PAG.li lS POOR 
2 7.168 5 .. 091) 1.'92:3 
R!ACTOR a!AC1'~a 
VIlt! L~H. IIlSE RES. 
• CHriS 
t.21S' 00 8. 133E-03 
* ••••••••• *. !P! Efl/t1.1SS 
tl.P~C 'tOTAL ~ S/"G 
0 .. 111l 1.69'5 S'5.~ 1.0'15& OJ 
0.151 2.Q11 a5.;: 1.076£ 03 
0.1'36 2 .. tl1O 95 .. 3 1 .. Q73E OJ 
0.247 2.SQ4 84.9 1 .. 068£ OJ 
0.305 3.330 ~1l.11 1.061£ 03 
0.370 3.S67 e3.a '.OS4l! 03 
"' ...... "' ••• **. 2Fl' ::.rl'ISASS 
C.1l!'lC 1'0':11. ~ :i/liG 
Q.l13 1.591 1!'6.3 1.0B5E 03 
!l.1Q6 1.053 ss.q 1.0'tI! OJ 
O.1S2 2.550 84.6 1.0611.! .)3 
0.220 3.0211 a" .. 1 1.0'5BZ OJ 
0.261 J.323 84." 1. :;62~ 03 
0.301 3.65Q atl.6 1.061.12 03 
. ..... , ...... !P1l' E!!'/!!1SS 
CUlC 'J:D:.'AL ~ S/&G 
0.113 1 .. tleO 51.1 l.09SE. 0) 
C.lu6 1.909 56.:! '.CS5!!: ~3 
0.182 2.366 85.5 1.ol76E 03 
0.210 2.956 8Q..9 1.067:' 'J3 
o. 2~9 3.371 S" .. :! l.cS9E 03 
0.299 3.912 83.6 1.052£ 03 
•• II ••••• ,. •• *, !PE' t~P/t!l~S 
CAPlC ro'tAL % S/l>G 
0.113 1." 10 ,:, .6 1.102E 03 
0.11;6 1.816 E6. or 1.u92!: 03 8:gij ':.252 ~~:J 1.)83:;:03 2.7111 1.G75~ :l3 
0 .. 2=9 3.202 E4.t;i l.06BE 03 
0.299 3.713 e'l.3 1 .. C61! 03 
"' ....... =-"' ••• !F.P £1?/"815S 
CU!C 1'OTJ.L ~ %/KG 
0.113 t.362 ea.C 100107!" :l3 
0.146 1.153 E7.3 1.097:: 03 
0.182 2.172 26.6 1.aa9E 03 
0 .. 2::;0 2.616 85.li 1.0alE J3 
0.259 3.085 e5." l.07'a 03 
0.299 3.576 a'l.a 1 .. 067! 03 
• ••••• e ••••• ::!'1' Efl'/!U:;S 
C.\P!C 'tOTAL ~ S/l\.G 
0.113 '~326 es .] l.110E 03 
0.1116 1.106 E7.6 1.101!'-3 
O.1B2 2.113 116 • ., ~:g§g~ 3j 0.220 2.5"" 86.3 
0 .. 259 2.999 85.7 1.!)78~ 03 
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!ULlJAttCIf fOR DESIGN '0. J 
snr: tlAGHETICS ARNOLD nu • lYG IND. 
YD. DSfl OP n URhS tCtitl.S 
HO. nIl rAe nou'S KOD.!: nAX "x .
 .. 
2~ 552SQ 1. .. 254168 125. J6 13 O.2Q7 Q.26q 1 2 
5.116 q.957 1.659 
RUcrOR PA't'1i CORE REAC!OR STACK Rl:AC'I:OR
 REACTOR IIv"Cl'OS 
l.HEA LEoNGttl RH. AREA tlHGTlvrURN HEIGHT ru.ss 
'lIRE LEN. tn!\~ RE.S. 
SO.r. • sQ.n • n O •
K CHftS 
1.070£':"011 9.6110&-02 ,.270£-OQ 5.QOO!-02 1.5QOE-02 1. a8SE-Ol 2 .. IlS2E CC 1.373&-0
2 
V IN= 6.0 
PO tA IS T ou rSEa !XU! l15HS leRns ** ........... LCSSES (WATTS) 
............... E!P EEF/HASS 
\I&T'tS AnpS l'IIH?S USEe KHZ ArlPS U!PS !tIES TRANS DIODE ilB
E CORE CAPAc 'rO'l'AL • s/tG 
1~:8 1~6:2. 3.31 83.1 10 .. 00 2.461 2.514 C.946 o.SZS 0 .. 250 0 .. 087 
0 .. 121 o .. oeq 1.072 "10.3 6.&23& 02 
2.12 3.80 B3.1 1D'SD :i' 960 3.COO 1.121 O.1l1S C.JOQ. 8. 12• o. 121 (L 127 t .419 e\J.4 & .... S8E Q2 
11 ... 0 2.61 4.30 83.1 ~g:og .453 3 .. IlS7 ' .. 309 1.011 0 .. 350 .167 0.121 D. ~71 , .82
0 ~B.~ 6.J"}lE 02 
1t.O 3 .. 10 4.713 83.1 3.947 3.;77 1.492 1.31 Q 0.400 8. 217 0.121 0.223 ~:~~~ 67.!: 6 • .323£ \12 
lS.0 3.60 5.28 83.1 10.00 4.44(!o 4.467 1.676 1.659 0.450 .274 o. 121 D.28J 
S:fi .. Ci &.;55E 02 
20.0 4 • .Q 9 5.78 93.1 10.00 4.933 4 .. 557 1. SSC) 2.042 0.500 0.337 0.121 0.
34 3 .. 346 S5.7 6. 187r: 02 
v :tll= 8.0 
P,' rA IS T OU }"BEQ Iltve Inns ICSHS 
••• "'If.*_. __ * LOSSES (1lA'rTS, * ....... " •••• !FF ZH/tUSS 
'iI'~:r:::5 At1Ji1S Ant's USEC <HZ AI1P~; A~;S ltH?S TRANS DIODE lURE C
ORE C,lP!C 'tOTAL • S/&G 
10. a D .. 7e 2.99 17 .. 8 10.00 ~: ~~~~ 1" '166 0.637 0 .. 307 0.250 0 .. Q5fJ 0.261 0.010 0.942 91 .. '0 
6.5QOE 0)2 
12.0 1.15 3.36 17.8 10.00 2.3116 O.98l! 0 .. 42:3 O.3CO 0
.076 0 .. 261 0.097 1.162 ~1 .. 2 6.5a5£ 02 
l£i.O 1.53 3.7l1 71.8 10.00 2.633 7.709 1.134 0.571 0.35
0 0.101 0.261 a .. 129 1.11 12 ~Ij. E 6.560E 02 
16.0 1 .. 9 a 4.1' 77.8 10 .. 00 3.010 j.C76 1.285 g:4~~' D.lIOQ 0.130 0.261 0.165 1.693 so • .It 6.531£ 02 lA.O 2.2e 4.ag 17.8 1'0.00 3.38t. 3.QfJ5 1.438 0 .. 450 0.163 Q.261 0.207 2.005 90. Q 6 • .I98E GZ 
20.0 2.66 4 .. 87 71.8 10 .. 00 3.762 3.816 1.591 1.133 o.soo
 0.200 0 .. 261 Oo02S3 2 .. 3aa 59. ~ 6 .... 63E 02 
V IN= 10.0 
00 XA IS T OU F8EO IXAVE :r:raas ICBMS "'"."',,,,,"'* .. *.* LO
SSES (WA.'ITS) **"'."'***"*"'. E?l" ZH/HASS 
'ilA't'tS AMPS A~PS OSEC <HZ AI1E'S A!!.PS lMPS TRANS DIODE 'USE 
eOSE CAl1AC 'tOTAL • VI'iG 
10.0 0 .. 22 2.89 13:2 ·10.00 1.556 1.736 0.796 0.221 0.2
50 o .alll o. t:;51 0.OE3 1.027 90.7 c.~50B 02 
12.0 0.53 3.20 73.2 10.00 1.867 2.~20 0.918 0.299 0 .. 300 0
.056 0.'151 o.oeq 1. , 90 C:l.0 6.::t70~ 02 
1Q.O 0.84 3.51 73.2 10.00 ~:J~~ 2 .. 310 1.044 8'rl 91 0.350 0.073 O.ttSl 0 .. 109 1.37tt 9~.1
 13.577£ 02 
16.0 1.15 3.82 73.2 10.00 2.E06 1.172 • 97 o.no
o 0.093 0.451 0.137 1.519 9-1 .. C 6.573E 12 
18.0 1. U6 4.111- 73.2 10.00 2.800 2.904 1.303 0.618 0.4
50 0.116 0.451 0.170 1.Bg" 90.9 6 .. =64:: n 
20.0 l.7B 4.45 73.2 10.00 3.1'1 3.205 1. t:;3t:; 0.752 0 .. 5
00 0 .. 141 o. Q51 0.206 2.0 0 90. -; 6.5Sa 02 
'V IS= 12.0 
PO n IS 
" 
ou PREQ . IXAV:: . .UStiS . ICRllS .***-.... **.'" LOSSES (WA'ITSl ****** .... "'** 
!rp !!F/IUS.s 
ii}.';1:S !r1PS AMPS OSEe KHZ AMPS US'S !HE'S 'l:BANS DIODE lISE caRE CAPAC 't
o'lAL % VKG 
10. C C.O 2.BB "U.6 10.00 1.31;.3 1.5"10: 0.792 0.179 0.250 0.036
 0.562 0 .. 063 1.090 90.1 6.512:: 02 
12. C . 0 OR 3.16 69.1 10.00 1.618 1 • .ell? 0.896 0.236 0.310 
0.ca7 C.682 o. oao 1.31.15 89.<;- 1:) ... 94:: 02 
14.0 0:35 3.43 69.1 10.00 1.SSB 2.087 1.003 0.301 0.350- 0
.060 0.582 o. , Cl 1.a9u 90. CI 6.526£ C2 
16.0 0 .. 62 3.70 69 .. 1 10.00 2. 15a 2.33fl. 1.113 0.376 o. "00 0
.~75 0.682 1J.124 1.657 SO.€; 6. :"11£ 02 
18. C 0 .. 89 3.97 69.1 10.00 2."27 2. :95 1.226 0.tl62 0.45
0 0.092 0.682 0.150 1. B 36 90.7 6. =5UE 02 
20. a 1. 16 4.2tt 69.1 10.00 2.697 2.540 1.3q1 0.557 0.500 0.111 
0.662 0.1 aD 2.030 '90.5 6.551E Q2 
i IN= 14.0 
'0 IA IS T au FREQ !XAVE 111H'IS leans *.-*.***"'* •• LOSSES (WAttS) * .... *******- !E'P EH
'/HASS 
'iI'.&'I'IS l\npS Af'lE'S OSEC OHZ !HE'S !!=S !t'IPS TBUS nrODE 'ilIeE COR
E CAHC 'tOT At < S/KG' 
10. a 0.0 2.B8 5l1.; 10.00 1.205 1.522 0.192 0.152 0.250 8:5iH· 0.562 0.063 1.059 50.11 6.531E 02 
12. c o. C 3.16 59.9 10.00 1.4115 1.145 0.896 0.193 0.300 
0 .. 733 0.080 1: gg~ l!9.9 6.:090E 0:2 
1".0 0.0 3 .. 1I1 6t1.1 10.00 , .6e7 1.'959 0.993 D.251
 0.350 0.~53 0 .. 917 0.0'99 29. ~ 6 .... 53::: 02 
16. C 0.20 3.65 65.4 10.00 1.928 2.170 , .088 0.30a o.QOO ~:g~§ 0.946 O. 118 1 .. 837 ;9.7 c.·n8E 02 
18.0 O .. IIS 3.89 65.4 10.00 2.159 2.3B7 1.186 0.373 
0 .. 450 0.9fl6 o. '141 1.9li8 90. , 6.501lE 02 
20.0 0.65 (1.13 55.(1 10.00 2. "'0 2.60B 1.287 O.ttll5 0.500 0.093 
O.91l6 0.166 2.150 '9(1.3 6 .. 5212 02-
, Ill= 16.0 
'0 IA IS T OU FBEQ 'IX! Y'! lIar.':; ICBMS' • **.**$**'*=$ tOS:lES (~~§~S) ** ......... ** •• ... ::::fy/tiASS 
'ilA'I"tS AtiPS AHPS usee <HZ "nE's A!P5 Jt!E'S THUS DIODE lUii
E CAPAC TOTAr. s :Ii/KG 
10. C 0.0 2.BB U7.4 10.00 1.1QO 1. qSU 1J.?92 0.131 0.250 0.029 0.5
62 o. 063 ,.036 90.E: 6. s'lIlIE, ,)2 
12.0 0.0 3.16 51.9 10.00 1.320 1.667 0.896 0.173 a.3
CI) 0.03B 0.733 o.oeo 1.3214 90 .. 1 &.5052 02 
1'1.0 0.3 ::I.e., 56.1 10. 00 1. suo ,. E71 0.993 0.213 0.350 o.n'ls 0.917 
0.099 1.631 Ji9.€; 6.:!69E 02 
16.0 8:89 3.65 60 .. 0 10.00 1.7~O 2.C69 '.085 0.266 0.41)0 0.059 1.1'" 
0 .. 1 18 1.956 89.1 6.~35:: 02 
18. a 3 .. 67 62.1 10.00 1. 9~1] 2.260 1.172 0.317 0.4
50 0.070 1.235 0.137 2.210 eq ~ 1 6.433£ Q2 
20.0 0.31 1J.09 62.1 10.00 2.200 2.'155 1.261 0.375 
0.500 0 .. CB3. 1.235 0.159 2.351 alJ .S &.~62! 02 
.~t ......... ~* ••• "'**.****.*"'**$ •• ****O* •• "'*** .... *.* ••• *"'.* ••••••••• *.*e*_ ••• ** ••••• "'**.********.** .... _* ••• ***e~ •• * •• * •••• 
,,**C'.* ..... * ...... * .* ........ * .** ....... ** .... *.*** ••• "' •• *** ••••• ** * ••• *** ,,* ••• * •• 4**** "'. ** *.** •••• ****** ...... ,,"', 1:
. If._*'" •••• '" 
REPRODUOrnfi.,lTY OF THE 
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Ii 5.3 SAMPLE PROGRAH U2--PROGRAM DC1DC 
Ii 
Now suppose that to the design requirements given in Ii' 
[] Section 5.1 the constraint that all designs operate in Hode 1 
I (continuous conduction mode) over the entire design range is added. This is satisfied si~ply by making the minimum flux 
-density greater than the residual flux density. Let the minimum 
flux density be 0.011 tesla and make another run using the DSNl 
Ii 
L procedure of Program DC1DC. All other design requirements will 
remain the same as those used in Sample Progran. #1. 
5.3.1 Control Cards--Sample Program #2 (Program DC1DC) 
1;,; 
The control cards for Sample Program #2 are shown below. 
Sections 3.1-3.6 give instructions for preparing these cards. 
>.!'..) 
FI~tlIt NP rml1 :3 .~ .... 2a 
rrT 84~. 6. 1G. 10. 20 .. 10. ;-(11 .!:iIT •. 36 .4 1 8 ~.067E-07 ~EAV 1 
"' .. " 
























5.3.2 Results or Sample Program #2--Program DC1DC 
The results or Sample Program #2 are given on the rollowing 
pages. Program DC1DC has again produced a list or rirty usable 
desIgns. However, no.te rrom the "OP MODE" cOlumn that ,ell or 
these designs operate in Hade 1 (continuous conduction lode) 
over the entire operating range. Note also that the prtgram has
 
added a core to the stack in order to produce rirty designs. By 
comparing the output to that rrom Sample Program #1, it can be 
seen that most or the Mode 1 designs produced by Sample Program 
#1 have also been produced by Sample Program #2. This is due to 
the ract that the total allowable rlux density range is almost, 
but not ~uite, the same in both cases. 
l~ote rrom the evaluation output that the value or IA is 
greater than zero over the entire design range or the converter. 
Also, since larger core sizes have been used, the erficiency/ 
mass or the designs evaluated in Sample Program #2 is less than 
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$ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
rQDD--COKST&H~ 7R~Q TC~TAGE ST2P-DP/CODRENT STEP-UF CDHTlB~E3 DeSIG5 
I/O rN TOLTS. l!P~Ht~t VA~tS. 1EStlS, ~ICBOSECt ~HZ. OHMS 
............................................. " ............................................................... ~ .............. . 





































"" ............. "0 •• " ..... .:. .................. 0. ............................................................ a'.lGe .. <CI~geIl'Oiil •••••••••••••••••••• 
$lIRE '.rrPE- HElT 
•• * ............. ~ •••••••••• ~ ........... * ..................................................... P.~ •••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
, •••••••••••• i.$ ......................................................................... U.iil ••• O ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 
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29 2. 
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~3Z lOLLC~IBG CORes M1TCR TH~ COIS'l'BAINTS VBE! DS!D 







25 2. 2. 

































































































































































































































































0 .. 19B 
O. 01)5 
0 .. 080 




















0.1 !ll (]40119 
0.094 
0..078 

























































































~. C'P-V!) UGiBll,J'fY OF THlil 




S .. J::C 
5.2:;5 
5.352 
5 .. 411.1 
5.02!1 
5.131 
5 .. 1"'! 2 
5.214 5.2:!l 
C.959 
5 .. 0~9 
5.023 
5 .. C.3!:! 
5. C:9 












5.27' 5. J~ 1 
5. 1S 5 
5. ;C~ J 
5 .. :e31 
5.253 


















































1 ~ ~'3 
1. "9 
1. II 9 
1. 50 
1 .. 50 
1. 51 
1. ~9 


















•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••• ~.(~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••
•••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
t ............... ~ ••• " ....................................
.........
.........
........ , •••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••• ., •••• "' ••••••••
 
DES~'G!$ tVALUATION 
HA,I. NO. cr EVALUATIONS· J 
•................•.......•• ~ ...•...••.•••..•....•. ~ ............•.....................•...
.....•.............. ~~ .. ~ ..... . 
tt •••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••• ~~ •••
•••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••• 
nUOA'tIOIl 
SlitH 





















H .. O 







2 .. 5~ 
2.91 
3.28 





















































































































































65 .. IS 
65.4 65 .. 4 
65.11 
65.4 
65 .. 4 













































































1 .. 888 
2.158 
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TRANS DIaD:: 
























•• "''''* •• '''* ..... 
TRANS DIODE 
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5.4 SAMPLE PROGRAM #3--PROGRAM DC1.DC 
Note from the resu1.ts of Sample Program #2 that core size 




I. I .1 





To use core size #23 with a relative permeability of 125.0 in a 
deSign which will operate in I-lode 1 (continuous conduction mode) 









DSN2 of Program DC1DC to compute a design using core size #23 in
 
a three core stack. Again, the minimum flux density is set equa
l 




i i L 
duced. All other design specificatio~s will remain the same as 






I I l_. 
a design which meets the constraints using the core size and 
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5.4.1 Control Cards--Sample Program #3 (Program DC1DC) 
I , 
The control cards for Sample Program #3 are shown below. 
, 
i . 
L,' Sections 3.1-3.6 give instructions for preparing these cards. 
! , 
. /' .] 
I 
FfllIl) NP IlSNi:! 1 ." .... 2. I ' 24 •. .; 16. 1 (t. 80. -. 
1.0 11.1 • .60 • 1 
10. 301'-"IJ11 ,,:36 1 8 tiI067E-O? HEAl" 1 













. ·•• •• - ...........
.... ltltlt'l'l'l'l 
90 
// 5.4.2 Results of Sample Program #3--Program DC1DC 
The results of Sample Program #3 are given on the following 
page. Note from the last column under "Converter Specifications" 
that the number of cores, or stack height, is e~ual to three. 
Program DC1DC was able to produce a design using core size #23 
in a three core stack. This design operates in Mode 1 (contin-
uous conduction mode) over its entire design range as can be 
seen fro. the "OP MODE" column of the print out. Note that the 
program has taken the integer core size number which was entered 
as a part of the design specifications and related it to the 
manufacturers' core numbers form the core catalog. Also, in 
addition to the design information, an evaluation of the design 
was produced automatically. 
----_._--, ---'-.--~.~-
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5.5 SAMPLE PROGRAM #4--PROGRAl·1 DClDC 
~ow assume that by some criteria it is decided that the 
design produced in Sample Program #3 is close to the desired 
result for a sinele-winding design. However, there is available
 
from a different manufacturer a core with slightly different dim
-
ensions from core size #23. Also, this core has a relative 
permeability value of l28. Sample Program #4 uses Procedure DSN
2 
of Program DClDC to produce a design for this new core size and 
relative permeability using a three core stack to see if any 
changes in number of turns or wire size must be made due to the 
change in core. Also, since AWG #l3 wire is fairly stiff, it is
 
decided to use two strands of smaller wire to make winding easie
r. 
Assume that the dimensions of the new core size are as follows: 
Cross-Sectional Area 7.00 * 
lO-5 2 m 
Mean Magnetic Path Length 9.00 * 
lO-2 m 
3.704 * lO-4 
2 
m Window Area 
Length/Turn of Wire (40% Wdg. Factor) 4.50 * lO-2 m 
Height l.l5 * 
lO-2 m 
Mass 5.50 * 
lO-2 kg 
The relative permeability value of l28.0 is close to the catalog
 
value of l25.0. Thus, if no loss-coefficient information is 









































5.5.1 Control Cards--Samp1e Progr
am #4 (Program DC1DC) 
The control cards for Sample Pro
gram #4 are shown below. 
Sections 3.1-3.6 give instruction
s for preparing these cards. 
H!1J1I NP lI5;t12 1 
84 .. 6. 
1.0 1 (I. 
Z .. OOE-ti 
188. 
lJ;. 1 CI. 















5.5.2 Results of Sample Program #
4--Program DC1DC 
The results of Sample Program #4
 are given on the next page. 
Note that the change in core dim
ensions and permeability did not 
cnange the number of turns for th
e design. However, by ~sing 
two strands of wire', the wire siz
e has been reduced to AWG #16. 
By comparing the results to thos
e of Sample Program #3, slight 
differences can be noted in the 
evalua.ion portion of the print 
out. For example, the efficienc
y/mass is slightly less in Samp
le 
Program #4.· However, basically 
the same design and performance 
is found in both cases except fo
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CORSEcT VIRl SIZE NOT AVAILABLE OR KULTIPLE STEARDS SEECIFIgD .. 2 STRANDS USED 
SIZE CORE NOT IH CAT!I.OG !iD tI Ai'G IHD. WDG 
He 
DSN OP IB 
ftA1 NO. H. nODE HOilE 
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5 • 6 SMlPLE PROGRAM 115 -- PROGRA11 DC1DC 
Sample Program #5 evaluates the reactor element design produced 
in Sample Program #4 under a different set of operating conditions. 
A reactor element design for a single-winding voltage step-up/current 
step-up converter has been produced. From the design specifications 
it can be ~een that this converter has been designed for voltage step-up 
operation since the specified output voltage of 24.0 volts is greater 
than the maximum input voltage of 16.0 volts. To determine how the design 
will perform when the controller is changed to regulate the output at 
5.0 volts, Procedure EVAL of Program DC1DC is used. On the Design Spec-
ification Card, the output voltage is set equal to 5.0 volts. All of 
the other parameters will remain the same and the completed design will 
be entered on the EVAL card. Note that since we are requesting an eval-
uation rather than a design, the minimum and maximum flux density spec-
ifications, the maximum winding factor, and the reciprocal current 
density specification are not needed. Thus, it is not necessary to 
enter these parameters on the Design Specification Card ~,hen using Pro-
cedure EVAL. 
5.61 Control Cards--Sample Program #5 (Program DC1DC) 
The Control Cards for Sample Program #5 are given below. Sections 














1:: .• 1 O. 
,,60 • 1 
8 3l 16 
.~. 00E-2 3. ;>04E-4 
96 
HEA"l 2 
4.50E-2 L.15E-2 5.50E-2 
I 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0





5.6.2 Results of Sample Program #5 Program DC1DC 
The results of Sample Program #5 are given on the next page. Note 
that the conver·ter operates in Mode 1 (continuous conduction mode) over 
its entire operating range. However, the peak value of the reactor 
current, lB, is about 60% higher than in. Sample. Program #4. The same is 
true for the values of all the currents given in the evaluation. Thus, 
if the converter is used under these operating conditions as well as under 
those of the orig~nal problem, it will be necessary to use a larger wire 
size if the reciprocal current density specification of 5.067 * 10-
7 m2/A 
is to be met. Also, the maximum operating flux density, given by 
B ~ (N/ JI.)JllB 
max max 
where N ~ Number of Turns 
JI. ~ Mean Magnetic Path Length 
Jl ~ Permeability 
lB ~ Peak Value of Reactor Current 
max 
should be checked to determine whether or not this value exceeds th •• 































maximum operating flux density would be approximately 0.578 tesla. 
Note also that the increase in current values has led to increased 
losses in the transistor, diode, wire and capacitor. The core loss has 
decreased due to the fact that the total flux density excursion given 
by 
(N/.!.)(IB - IA)\l 
has decreased by about 40%. Since total core loss as given by Legg's 
equation (see Section 1.2.3) is directly to the flux density excursion, 
the core loss varies directly with this excursion. The increase in total 
power loss over that of Sample Program #4 can also be noted in the de-
creased efficiency in Sample Program #5. Thus, this single-winding 
reactor design will work for an output voltage of 5.0 volts, but not as 
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tEstGS EVALUATION 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!!:::::::::::::::::::::::::!t:::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::: 
EVALUATION FCR DESIGN EIITERED 
CORBECT WIRE SIZE HOT AVAILABLE OR KULTZPLE STBAUDS SPECU'IED. 2 ST BAIIDS OSED 
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.... *.,.. •••••• 
TRANS OIoOE 
0.309 , .200 







3.,56 , ... 0 ."as 1.680 
8:36J ~:j~g 
0.966 2.400 
•••••••••••• TRANS DIODB 
0.207 1.200 
3.>97 , .'.0 .Q03 1.MO &-,'" ,.ng O:~~j ~:J80 
VOG PAC OSH HODE O. !lODE IE .>.>: 
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8: Jaj ~: ~6~ 
o. Qqq 3.503 
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5.7 SAMPLE PROGRAM 66 -- PROGRA14 DC2DC 
As mentiuned in Section 3.6. 4 ,f~rogram DC2DC allows the 
user to select from ten Design Constraint Options which may be 
useful in a converter design. Sample Program #6 illustrates 
the use of one of these options in the design of a two-winding 
vo 1 tage'$'t Cl'p ~~:;>hmlr r ~~~,t e:Q~ "M,~g~~>9',:r,,~ tc!}@~~ n s "W~, fr e q -
- . . - '~ .,:::..' 
uency controller to meet the specifications given in Sections 
5.1 and 5.2. ?or convenience, these specifications are repeated 
in Section 5.7.1. 
Hote from the out1U1t of Sample Program #4 (Section 5.5.2) 
that the single-windi~g reactor design produced by Program DCIDC 
requires a maximum transistor on-time (T ON) of 83.1 ~sec. 
Since the converter frequency is 10.0 KHz, the maximum duty cycle 
is, therefore, 0.83. Suppose that the controller circuit which 
must be used in the system will~produce an output with a maximum 
duty cycle of 0.75. With this limitation on the controller, the 
single-winding design produced in Sample Program #4 could not 
meet the design constraints. However, if Program DC2DC is used 
to produce a two-winding re&ctor design, the additional eon-
stra.int tha.t the maximum duty cycle be less than 0.75 can easily 
be handled. If a value of 0.74 is chosen for the Design Con-
straint Value, the maximum duty cycle for the designs produced 
by Program DC2DC will always be strictly les s :-hhan 0.75. Since 
= 
the p!rogl:"i1.1!i is allotved to choose only an integer number of turns, the Design 
Constraint value should be chosen to be slightly less t:lan the desired 
maximum of 0.75. Samp1,; Program #6 uses a value of 0.74 for thetlesign 
Constraint option. 
-. - .. -'--- --,,--- .. :'-'--'~":-,---;;;- ""- ---",'.'-" 
.::'::'::::_""':1 L'::J c:...J _Q.::. c~ 
t ~, 
,~: 
• \i : 

































5.7.1 Design Requirement Input Data--Sample Program #6 (DC2DC) 
As in Sample Program #2, it is desired that the converter 
"' 
operate in Mode 1 (continuous mmf mode) ove~ the entire design 
range. This .is' accomplished by making the spliitcified minimum 
flux density greater tb~~ the residual flux density of the core 
material. The following is a complete summary of the input data 
to Program DC2DC for Sample Progra~ #6. 
C Ilnvert er /Controllel1i')C ode 
Catalog Print Code 
Program Procedure 
ou.tput Voltage 
tnput Voltage Range 
Output pow-·er Range 
Conva~ter Freque~cy 
Residual Flux Denai til' 
!Unimum Flu:!!: Density 
M~imum Flux Density 
Wire Type Code 
Recip1.'oca.ll. CU:l'rent Density 
Minim1.UJl no. of CQres ilJ, Stack 
Hs,ximull. No. of' Cores in Stack 
Min. StrlUlds of \fi:f<e",-Secondal'Y 
Tiansistor Saturation Voltage 







6.0 to 16.0 volts 







































Maximum No. of Evaluations 
Input Voltage Increment 
Output Power Increment 
Design Constraint Option 




8 (Restrict Max. 
-. ~.--= .... ~-­ "--. 
Duty Cycle) 
5.7.2 Control Cards--Sample Program #6 (Program DC2DC) 
"c' -'~",~ .. ~h.?_ Control Cards for Sample Program #6 are shown below. 
- _ "C...-----.=="-"_.,...,~_~_ 
Sections 3.6-3 .lD gi~-~""ii;st\<ut:'i>'lons ,;:o,r •. :?reparing these cards. 
F'~~8!Jlt HP ItStH '3 .74 ~ -;. 2. '" ~. 
24., "', 16. 1 O. 20. 11.1 Of ,01 ,011 • :36 .4 1 
-, 
'-' 5.067E-O? 
1,.0 Hi. a6n • 1 
(I ~i 




























5.7.3 Resu1ts of Samp1e Program #6--Program DC2DC 
The fo11owing four pages give the results of Sample Program 
#6. Procedure DS];1 of Program DC2DC has produced a 1ist of 
fifty usab1e reactor element designs. !'fote from the "OP MODE" 
co1umn of the design 1ist that a11 of the d~6igns operate in 
Mode 1 (continuous mmf mode) over the entire design range as 
desired. A1so note that the stack height was increased to two 
cores by DC2DC in order to produce fifty designs. From the 
design eva1uation portion of the printout, it can be seBa that 
the maximum transistor on-time (T ON) over the design range is 
less than 75.0 »sec for a11 the designs eva1uated. Since the 
converter frequency is 10.0 KHz, this corresponds to a maximum 
duty cycle of 0.75 as desired. Also, the efficiency and the 
efficiency/mass of these designs are comparable to those of 
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16 .. 0 
POUT POUT Y I 
rlIN • rlAX SAT COLL • 
10.0 20.0 1.00 10.0C 





















.~.~ •••• * ••• ~ •••• *.* •• ****.** ••• *.* ••• ***.~ ••• ** •••• *aa_***a ••••••••••• *.* ••••• ** ...................................... . 
~ _ ... :11"' •• *** ...... ** •• *"'.* •• * •• , ........... * •••••• *** ............... ******"'''' ••••• ** •• *''' •• ::r ............ *** •• '''" •••••• *a ....... "."' .. . 
TnE FOLLC~ISG CODES nATCa THE COU;i~BAIUTS iUEU DS~D lB. 1-COBE S'l'!CZ; 
SIZE ~!GHE'l'ICS ARUOLD .0 HP "G PHI.IBD .. "G SEC. tHO iDG a • IB. IBS IPR!!.S 15R!!5 ICB!!S HO. PBI. l!!! SIC. nH PAC .!lODE .AX HAI IU.X aAX .AI 
2' 55089 A-089178 125. '2 13 0.3:20 72 17 0 .. 9tJ 1 O.34e 1 6 .. 108 3.563 4.77C 1 • 6~Z 1.415 26 55715 A-715152 125. 4. 13 0.327 79 17 0.965 0.31 C 1 6.098 3.551 4.770 1.641 1 • .ql~ 27 55109 ;'-109 1~6 125. 
" 
13 O.tUICI 91 17 1.310 O.2eq 1 5. 9118 3.!l64 4. 7~6 1.6q(l 1.4 1 2 27 551ilS A-1SS1dS 1q7. AA 13 0.360 76 17 1.07(1 D.23f 1 6. CS3 3.504 14.772 1.637 l.4C~ 27 55107 !-3:2g200 160. '0 1J O.32u '9 17 0.96q O.21ft 1 6. 109 3.5u1 q.773 1 .. 638 1. 4 ~ ~ 27 5S1"3 A-1B2218 173. 37 13 D. !i!0 63 17 0.869 0.197 1 6.139 3.605 4.767 1.6u7 1. lI:: 1 28 55437 !-152330 ' 1t". 3J 13 0.374 57 17 1.116 0.393 1 6.03l1 : .493 lI.77'2 1.637 l.lIC~ 28 5511]6 A-32535D lliO. 30 13 0.337 51 17 0.973 0.355 1 6.059 i: ~l~ 4.7E4 1.6"~ 1.4:; 1 '8 551132 A-180390 173. 29 
" 
0.317 '8 17 0.932 0.332 1 6. 113 4.77, 1.6 .. : 1.1; 15 
'9 A-866142 125. n 13 0.824 133 17 2. US9 0.217 1 5.7611 3.337 U.767 1.635 1.4C" 29 A-156167 147. 65 13 8: ~~~- "' 17 2.051 0.183 1 5.804 3.368 4.7liS 1.E37 1 .4C~ '9 A-183197 173. 50 '3 9' 17 1.664 0.152 1 5.865 3.406 4.767 1:~~~ 1 .. 41~ 29 A-219233 205. 45 13 o. !I62 77 17 , .352 0.126 1 5.928 3.464 4.76u 1. q'5 
31 A-SQ222B 12S. 99 13 2.192 171 17 6.541 0.20e 1 5.621.\. 3.2.56 4.7(;6 1. cj5 1.4C" 31 A-157268 'tl7. 93 13 1. :112 143 17 5.379 0.173 1 5.638 3.272 tI.7E!I 1.63f 1.40 31 A-18"316 173. 71 13 1.551 122 17 
" .608 o. 111E 1 5.651 3.298 4.763 1.6:;£ ,. LP: 31 A-22037LJ 205. 59 13 1.2.77 101 17 3.742 0.122 1 5.672 3.313 4.761 1.6" C 1.41,3 32 A-128124 60. 277 1J 9.305 .78 17 27.709 0.302 1 5.558 3.221 4.765 1.0':: 1.41: .. 
" 
A-1272S9 125. H~ 13 4. CIo2 2'9 17 13.134 0.144 1 5.531 3. ::31 4.7ES 1.6j5 '.4!:-= ::2 !-15831)4 147. 13 3.7i7 193 17 11.067 0.121 1 S. sa6 J.lt; 1 4.7€4 1 • t:J~ 1. II':: 
J2 !-185358 173. 95 13 3. 156 16. 17 9.405 0.104 1 5.597 J.2tl2 4.765 1 .E35 1.4-' ., 32 A-22U25 205. 80 13 2.652 138 17 7.891 0 .. OB7 1 5.607 3.251 4.765 1.6'?~ 1.4Ci 
lHE FDLLOi'IHG COBBS MATCH TIlC! CONSTa!IHTS WHEN OSED ISA 2-eOHE S'tAe,; 
SIZE tlAGNETICS ARNOLD .U HP AiG PBI.IHD HS AVG SEC.INn iDG OP Ie. I8S IPRt!.:;; ISE:!!:: ICBe.s 
'0. PR! .. .. SEC .. •• PAC aDDE HAX .AX HAX ~.u nAI 
2' 55253 A_151198 147. 30 13 0.362 51 17 1.045 0.355 1 6.031 3.S!!7 4.763 1. f.47 1. 4~' 2. 55252 .\-306215 160. 26 13 0.3!13 48 17 1.007 0.332 1 6.069 3.540 tI.763 1. € .. :::. 1 .. 4~5 
2' 552l!8 .\-179233 173. 25 13 0.295 03 17 0.87Q 0.297 1 6. 160 3.582 4.773 1.€Lol 1 .. It 1 3 2, 55C89 .\-089178 125. •• 13 0.1')3 76 17 2.096 0.366 1- 5.803 3.359 4.767 1.635 1. QC' 2. 5508B A-153211) 1!J7. 37 13 o. !:6tl E3 17 1.694 [i.30e 1 . 5.837 3.428 4.7<':9 1. 6ijn 1. It'? 25 55087 A-326;!2e 160. 3' 13 8: ~~l 58 17 '.563 D.2!!t 1 5.1!67 3.Q39 4.761 1.601.3 1.4':5 
" 
55082 A_195246 173. 31 13 53 17 1.411 0.257 1 5.909 3.1156 4.763 1.€:\,\2 l .. Q·S 25 55086 .\-216292 200. 27 13 D. ~23 46 17 1.229 0.223 1 5.958 3.1:97 11.762 1.6"5 1. 11'~ 25 A-380056 250. 21 13 D.320 36 17 0.941 0.174 1 6. 108 3.563 4.77') 1 • €~2 1. Q 15 26 5571S A-715152 125. .9 13 0.712 82 17 2.079 0.323 1 5.784 3.386 11 .. 761 1.cLJ2 1 .. It'5 
2' 55714 A-154179 11;7. ., 13 0.611 70 17 1.782 0.276 1 5.926 3.413 4.761 , • f.Lo3 1. It ~ S 26 55713 A-327195 160 .. 37 13 o. ;42 63 17 1.571 0.249 1 5.862 J.Q43 4.760 , .6115 1. 4"~ 26 557C9 A-18 1 210 173. 3. 13 0.435 58 17 1.440 0.229 1 5. R97 3.457 U.762 1.£44 1.407 2. 55712 A-.217249 200. 29 13 0.1/.16 50 . 17 1.237 0.196 1 5.982 3.469 4.770 1.f.]C 1." 1) 26 A-lB2304 250. 
" 
13 0.327 39 17 O. 911 1 0.154 1 6.081 3.586 4.763 t .t.u9 1.tla 27 55109 A-l09156 125. 55 13 0.957 95 17 2.855 0.295 1 5.733 3.319 Q.767 , .6)5 1.4C7 27 55108 A-155185 H17. •• 13 D.n7 79 17 2.322 O.2tl6 1 5.767 3.358 4.764 1.I))g 1.4:' 27 55101 A_328200 160. OJ 13 0.749 70 17 2.217 0.230 1 5.781 3.360 It.765 1.1j3e 1. tI ~) 27 551.~ 11-182218 17}. 39 13 0.'6.66 67 17 1.965 0.205 1 5.810 3.31l2 4.764 1 • ~3Cj 1.411 27 5510 A-216259 200. 34 13 0.535 58 17 1.703 0.1al 1 5.839 3.423 4.761 1. f43 1 .. U"!li 
27 A-383312 250. 26 13 0.428 •• 17 1.22~ 0.13a 1 5.911.5 3.513 4.758 1.6,,9 1.42 27 5510. ,\-405374 300. 21 13 0.335 36 17 0.9811 0.112 1 6.082 3. !itl8 4.71;9 1 .. £42 1.,.,5 27 A-1I2SQ17 350. 18 13 0.237 31 17 0.851 O.09E 1 '6.180 3.5B9 4 .. 775 1.1:100 1.4' 3 28 55436 11.-325360 160. 32 13 8. 766 55 17 2.262 0.380 1 5.774 3.360 4.7elf , • {jJI! 1'." 28 5S432 11.-180)90 173. '9 13 .I!9Q 50 17 2.022 O.3Li~ 1 5.809 3.369 4 .. 766 1.637 .4(3 28 551135 A-215462 200. 25 13 8:ij~~ .. 17 1.729 0.297 1 5.850 3. L10 1 tJ.766 1 • Ii]!! 1.4-) '8 A-379562 250. 20 13 34 17 1.351 0.237 1 5.914 3.479 It.760 1 .1i46 1.4l'3 28 55:;33 A-Q0167f.1 300. 16 13 O·tS9 27 17 T.022 0.189 1 6.025 3.570 4.7Sa 1.651 1.4~5 
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DESIGN EVALUlTION 
"AX. :'10. OP ~VALrATIONS • 3 
I 
••••• * ••••••••••• ~ ............................................. ~ ••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••• 
• 4.1 •••••• , •••• ~.~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
EVltUl'1'IOII fea DESIGH Ha. 
SIZE HAGRE'nCS ARNOLD .. HP >'C PRI.IND HS AVC SEC.IND VDG OP IBP IBS IPRl!:S 151UtS ICSr!:S 
Ha. PRI. nH SEC. nH FAe /tODE nAX -rsAX nAX HAX .AX 
25 55(j89 1_089178 125. 02 13 0.320 72 17 0.941 O.3Qa 6.108 -3.56.3 4.770 1.642 1.~1S 
! 
REACTOR PATH CORe REACTOR STACK REAC'roa REACTOR RE!C'I'OR REACTOR R~AC'1'OR !RU LENGTH Vff.AREA 1.ENGtH/Tun HEIGHT KASS PHI. VIaE pal. WIRE S_EC.IlUE SEC. lURE 
SQ.lI n SQ.H n n .G LENGTH.lI BES.OHItS LENGTH.H RE!S.OHKS 
! 1.3Qae-04 1.160E-01 6.111E-OII 5.920E-02 1.6108-02 2.2552-01 2.q86E 00 1.664E-02 4.262:E 00 7.:02E-02 
4 v IN' 6.0 
I PO lAP lAS IBP IBS T aH IPR!lS ISR!lS ICRMS ••• * .... "'* •• ** tOSSES (WATTS) ** •• ~.*****. EfP EFi!'/liASS U.l'r'IS AliPS AHPS AltPS M'PS OSEC MFS !HF5 A!'!PS TRANS DIODE tURE CORE CAPlC TOTAL , ~/r.G 
·f 
10 .. 00 2.19 1.27 3 .. 311 1.95 74 .. 16 2.QO o. e3 0.71 0.575 0.495 0.1115 0.052 0.051 1.318 88.4 3.92E 02 12 .. 00 2.7q 1.60 .3.90 2.27 74 .. 16 2.E7 0 .. ~9 0.95 0.8211 0.593 0.208 0.052 0.073 1.750 3Z:~ 3-..678 02 14. 00 3.29 1.92 11.115 2.60 711.16 3.35 1.1S 0.91) 1. 119 0.691 0.282 0.052 0.099 2.242 J.82E 02 16. 00 3. e4 2 .. 24 5.g0 2.92 74.16: 3.B2 1.32- 1.13 1.459 0.789 g.3.7 0 .. 052 0.129 2.796 85.1 .3.77E 02 18.00 11.40 2.56 5. 5 3.24 74.16 4 .. 29 1 .. q8 1.27 1 .. 84Q 0.887 .£164 O .. 05Z 0.162 3.410 84. j 3.73E OZ 
20.00 4.95 2 .. 89 6.11 3.56 711.16 4.77 1.611 1. q2 2.275 0.985 0.573 0.052 0.200 4.086 83.0 3.6B£ 02 
V IN:. B.O 
PO lAP rAS IBP I.S T o!i IPBlfS ISP.lfS ICRtiS *"'****"'***** LOSSES (~~§fS) **.****.**** EH £YP/HASS 
'i!T'tS AtiES AliI'S Al'lPS AMPS OSEC A!I:rs AMPS Alit'S TRANS DIODE VIEE CAPAC TC":AL ~ ~/KG 
10.00 1.114 0.84 2 .. 91 1.70 67 .. 21 1.82 0.74 0.61 0.331 0.445 0.095 0.101 0.039 1. 009 9C.B q..03E 02 
12.00 1 .. eE 1.10 3.35 , .95 67.21 2. l' O.S8 0.73 0.471 0.531 0.135 0.101 0.053 1.291 9C • .3 4.003 02 14.00 ~:~§ 1 • .35 3.78 2.21 67.21 2.5:2- 1.03 0.95 0.637 0.617 0 .. 182 0.101 0.072 1.609 85!.7 3.13BE 02 16.00 1.60 4 .. 22 2.46 67.21 2.!!!! 1.17 0.96 0.829 0.704 0.237 0.101 0.093 1.964 89.1 3.95E 02 
18.00 3.19 1.66 4..66 2.72 67 .. 21 3.23 1.32 ~:~~. 1.0B5 0.790 0.299 0.101 0.117 2.353 8e.~ 3.92E 02 20.00 3. f:2 2.11 5.09 2.97 67.21 3.59 1.q6 1.288 0.877 0.368 0.101 0.14IJ 2.779 87.S 3.89B 02 
V I!l= 10.0 . - - .. - -
PO np IAS IBP IBS T O' IP:R!lS ISB!fS ICRHS ******:11:***** tOSSES (~B~~S) .*.""aa •••• •• !FE EPP/H!SS VA'I'!S u!.£s i\MPS AKPS AHPS OSEe A!!.E5 Al!:S A~PS TRAUS DIODE VIRE CAPAC TOUL , "/KG 
10.00 0.139 0.58 2.12 1 .59 61.45 1.50 0.70 0.56 0 .. 226 0 .. 417 0.072 0.159 0.031 0.90E CJ1.i 4.07E 02 
12.00 1.lt- 0.79 3.09 1.80 61.46 1.75 0.83 0.66 0.319 0.1195 0.102 g:~~§ O.OU] 1.119 9'1.5 u.06E 02 14. on 1.'~ 1.01 3.LJ6 2.02 51.116 2.C7 0.96 0.76 0.U29 0.574 0.137 o.osa 1.357 9'. : t;.Q4E 02 16.00 2.10 1.23 3.83 2.23 61.46 2.:E 1.C9 0.86 0.556 0.653 0.178 0.159 0.07;; 1.o2e 9C.R 4.03E 02 
19.0n 2 .. 41 ~:~~ 4.20 2.U5 61.46 2.E:f 1.22 0.96 • 0.699 0.733 0.224 0.159 0.093 1. gOB 9C.Li 4.01E 02 20.IJO 2.SQ 4.57 2.67 61.46 2.93 1 .. 35 1.07 0.860 0.613 0.275 0.159 O. , 1q. 2.221 90.0 3.99£ 02 
YIN-=: 12.0 
PO IAP ns IBP IBS T OS :rP.a~S ISE!!IS ICRHS *«.********. LOSSES (~5~iS) .** ••••• "' ••• E'F~ E.::F/HASS il'I'lS A.tIES At!:ES lUPS AMPS OSEe Altt=S A!1PS A!!PS TRANS DIODE WIRE CAPl.C 'l'O':AL , ';/KG 
10.00 0.61 0 • .39 2.62 1.53 56.61 1.31 0.67 0.52 0.111 0.q01 0.061 0.223 0.027 0.B83 91.5 4.07E 02 
12.00 1. CO 0.-58 2.95 1.72 56.61 1.55 0.79 0.61 0.239 0.473 0.085 0.223 0.037 1.0S7 91.9 ".OSE 02 14.01) 1 .. ::3 0.78 3.28 1.91 ~~:~i 1.19 0.91 0.70 0.318 0.547 0.113 0.223 O.D1I9 1.250 91.8 4.07E 02 16.00 1.66 0.97 3.61 2.10 2.03 1. 03 0.79 0.411 0.621 0.145 0.223 0.063 1 .. !l62 91.13 4.06E 02 18.01) 1. fi9 1 .. 16 3.94 2.30 56.61 2.27 1.16 0.88 o. S15 g:~~6 0.182 8:~~~ 0.078 1.69'= 91.4 4.05E 02 20. Cia 2.32 1.35 11.25 2.ij9 56.61 2.51 1.28 0.98 0.631 0.224 0.095 1.9!Jj 91.1 4.01lE 02 
V IR= 14.0 
PO IAP lAS I.P IBS T O' IPE3:S IS!!!lS IcaKS •• ** •• ~***** tOSSES (~t~iS) *****."'**** • EFf BFF/MASS U'!'!S ltiPS ArlPS AMPS !liPS OSBe JIHFS A!lES A~PS TSARS DIODE IlIBoE CAPAC l'CtAt , "/P;G 
10.00 0.44 0 .. 25 2.57 1.50 52.47 1.19 0.65 0.50 0.138 0.392 0.054 0.289 0.025 0.A9S 91 .~ II.D7E 02 
12.0C 0.111 O.Q3 2.87 1.67 52.4; 1.38 0 .. 77 0.58 0.190 O. Q50 O.07Q 0.289 0.0)" 1.0117 92.0 4.0SE 02 
1Q.OO 1. ell 0.61 3.17 1.85 52.47 1.39 o. !!13 0.66 0.252 0.529 0.098 0.289 0 .. 011.4 1.212 92.(, tI..OBE 02 
16.00 1. Jq 0.78 3.47 2.02 52.47 1.eo 1.00 0.711 0.323 0.599 0.126 0.289 0.055 1.392 92.0 4.06£ 02 
18.00 1. Eel 0.96 3 .. 77 2.20 52.!J1 2.01 1.12 0.83 0.404 0.669 0.157 0.289 0.0158 1.5en 91.9 4.08E 02 
20 .. on ,. '311 1.13 11.07 2.37 52.47 2.22 1.23 0.91 0.4911 0.740 0.192 0.289 0.083 1.198 '31.6 ".07E 02 
V III'" 16.0 
PO UP IAS IBP IBS T 0< IPa~s ISIH!S IeRMS **** ..... ***** tOSSES '~ai~Sl * .... "'** •••• '" EFt £i?F/MBS RAtTS Ar.PS AHPS AMPS !HPS USEe !H'PS At!FS AePS TRANS DIODE WIBE CAFAC TOTAL ~ "/KG 
10. 00 D.2!: 0.15 2.54 1.48 48.69 1.08 0.64 0.49 O. 117 0.387 0.049 0.356 0.024 0.933 91.5 lI.06E 02 
12.00 O. !:3 0.31 2.82 1.65 48.89 1.25 g_7S 0.56 0 .. 159 O.!.i51 0.067 0.356 g_032 1.06Q 91.9 !.i.07E 02 
'14.00 O. a1 0.47 3.10 1.81 48.89 1.,""  ,. 0.63 0.209 0.517 0.088 D.3':ia .0tl.O 1.209 92./} LI.06E 02 16.00 1.(9 0.64 J.38 1.97 48.89 1.';3 0.97 0.71 0.266 1] .. 51]3 0.112 0.356 0.050 1. ]6J! 92.1 Q .09E 02 18.00 1.31 0.80 3.66 2.14 118.69 1.~2 1 .. 08 0.76 0.331 0.bS1 0.140 0.356 0.061 1.539 92.1 1I.09E 02 
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'lOG OIl Il!I~ 
rAe I'IODS 1'1..\1: IBS , .. 





















































T IJ,. 10.0 
!lQ tAP 
nus leES 
, •• 08 , •• ' 
12.0 1.3e 
".00 1.1= 16.00 2.1:< 
18.00 2.119 
20. aD 2. a6 
y Ill~ 12.0 
PD VAns 
10. co 











V IKz 14.0 
PO Ill! 
WA'I'IS UI.FS 
10.00 0 .. 4~ 
12.DO 0.7e 
14.00 1.ce 
16.00 1. JE 
18.00 1.67 
20.00 1.97 


































































































3 .. 36 
























































































































































































0 .. 85 Q.96 
















. .. _." ...... . 
THANS DIODE 
o. )31 0.41111 
0.471 0 .. 530 
0.637 0 .. 516 
0.829 O.7Q3 















































** •••••••••• tOSS~s (iA~TS) ............ . 

































































IC!l.tlS •••••••••••• tOSSES (iiA'!TSl 
Al!PS 'l'lUIIS DIODE iIRE coaz 
0.50· 0.139 0.390 0.057 0 • .277 
0.58 0.190 O.U58 0.079 0.217 
0.li6 0.251 0.528 0.10ll 0.211 
0.74 0.323 0.598 0.131l 0.277 
0.92 0.u03 0.66B 0.167 De277 





0 .. 6J 
0.70 0.78 
O.B6 
•••••••••••• TR"~S DIODE 
0.116 0.395 








































. ............ . 
CAPIC TC'ZU 
0.02.11 0 .. 18 
OeOJl 1. Sl 
tJ.OttO le 97 
0.050 1. 57 
0.C61 1. 30 


















90.:3 3.:182 02 
9C.3 3.86B 02 
8~.6 3.dlE 02 
89.iJ 3 • .30e 02 ge." 3.78E 02 
87.73 .. 752 02 
EF= EF:/lUSS 
:Ii %/KG 
91.7 3 .. 92E 02 
91.5 3.91£ 02 
91 • .2 3.90B C2 
9C.6 3.58E 02 
9C.~ 3.56£ 02 









91.2 3.93£ 02 
9.: .... 3.93E 02 
9:1:.1 3.9QE G2 
9:2./) l.93E 02 
91.9 3.93E G2 
































 0 ............. " ..........
. $ •••• 4fit:e. ...............
....
.. o ................ 
!Y ALUATIOK 'eR DESIGH NO. 3 
SIZE HAG}lET>::CS ARNOLD 00 HP AiG PR
I.IND HS AWG stC .. IND IIDG OP 
XUP xes IPlIlt5 I$~tiS IC
IUlS 
NO. 
PFI. .R SEC'; Oil F~C nODE .AI .AX OA
I ~:x .u 
27 55101} A-109156 125. 53 13 
0 .. 44ij 91 17 1.310 0.2814 1 s. 9~B 
3.464 11.166 , .bl,O ,'Olt 12 
" RE1C'ton PATH COBE R!
ACTOR S'tACI\ REACTOR RE
"CTOR REACTOR BEACTC
R RE~C'l'OEl 
AREA LENGTH VH. AREA LEItG
":tl/'[URR HEIGIIT nASS PRI.WIRE
 PRI.Yt$E SF-C. vtRE SEC.HIBE 
5Q .. 1I 
" 
SQ.t1 n • 
.G L£tiGTH,lI BESt'OUKS l.El'G'!
H#" SES,OllHS 
, .. qQOE_Oq , .q30E-01 9:t&80E-OQ 6.:!30E-02 1.
Q90E"02 3.016E-01 3. J02£ 00 2 .. 210E
-02 5 .. 669£ 00 9.519£"02 
'. IS= 
6.0 
PO lAP tAS IBP IBS 
~ ON IPR~S ISRKS ICRI'IS 
. ............ LOSSES (llATTS) •••••• *'* ••••
 RH EFF/tiASS 
VA'I'IS .1ti£!S AttpS MIES AH
tJS USEC AtiPS UES AHPS 
TUNS DIODE WISE CORE CAPAC TO':A
L , S/KG 
1O.CO 2.35 1.37 3.18 1.85 
7q.13 2 .. 39 0 .. 82 0.71 0 .. 571 0.1
193 0.191 0.030 0.050 1 .. HE 
e,:.: 2.932 02 
12 .. !l0 2.90 1.69 3. iq 2.1S 
711.13 j .• 6 0.99 O.A5 D. S21 0.591 0.2111 0.030 g,072 
1. ':"88 8 •• 0 2.A9E 02 
111.00 3.1I5 2,,01 q.29 2.50 7
4.H .30 1.15 0.99 1.115 
0 .. 689 0.373 0.030 .098 2.306 
850.9 2. SSP. 02 
16 .. 00 Q. C1 2.33 4. a4 2.82 711.13 
3.82 1.31 1.13 1.456 0.7813 0
.lIS7 0.030 0.128 2.SB8 8t..7 2.B
1E 02 
18.00 4.56 2.66 5.39 3.111 7".13
 11.29 1.q8 1.27 1.BlI
l C. BBE 0.616 0.030 0.162 3.:~1I 
8S.6 2.772 02 
20.00 5.11 2.98 5 .. 95 3.116 
711.13 1t.77 1.64 1.41 2.272 0.
984 0.760 0.030 0.200 4.;:tt5 
8 :.5 2.7qE 02 
• 111= 6.0 
'0 lAP ns IBP 
IeS T OX IPR!iS ISBHS ICR
MS * .... ***"'.'***- tOSSES (VA'rTS) "' .. *** •• *
* .... EPF ~FF/t11.SS 
VA'I'IS AllES AI'\£IS ASPS AttPS 
USr:C loSPS UPS AMPS TRANS D
IODE ilISS CORS CAPAC 'l
:O~,U , ~/Y.G 
'0.08 1 ... E5 0 .. 96 2." 
1.58 67.18 1.80 0.73 0.60 0
.325 O.lI~l O.12ll 0~057 0.037 O
.SSli 91.0 3.02£ 02 
12 .. 0 2.t9 1.22 3.111 1.B3 
67.1S 2.16 0.88 0.72 o. q66
 0 .. 521 0.117 0",057 0.052 1. ;:79 
9t.Q 3.QOE 02 
'a' OO 2. =~ 1
.47 3.58 2.09 67.1S 2.51 1
.02 0.811 0 .. '632 0.614 0.2110 0.057
 0.011 1.lill1 89.7 2.97E 02 
1 .00 2. S6 1.72 11.02 2.34 67
.18 2.87 1.17 0.96 ~:ij~g 0.701 0.313 0.057 0.092
 1.~3f 81i.O 2.95£ e2 
1B.OO 3.39 1.98 II. q5 ~:~~ 67.1!! 3 .. 23 1.31 1.0
8 0.168 0.395 0.057 0.116 2.
3"1 8E .2 2."32 02 
20.00 3.83 2.23 4.89 
67.18 3.58 1.l!6 1 .. 20 1.283 
0.875 0.4B1 0.057 0.1113 2.6~S 
61.::- 2' .. 90E 02-
• It:= 10 .. 0 
FO lAP ns IBP I'S 
T O'!( IP!U!S ISRKS IeRKS *******"'***. tOS
SES (~gi!S) .... **:It:k*** •• :Ir. £i.E Sf~~R~SS 
~}.'l'IS :U!.ES MiPS AtlPS AHPS 
ussc At!.PS &~PS USPS TR
AlIS DIODE WIRE CAP;..e ~O'ZlL 
, 
1 C. 00 1. 23 0.72 2.qB 1.~1l 6
1.42 1.1:18 0.68 0.54 0.219 
0.410 0.093 0.090 0.029 Q .. :11.1
 ~:::.2 3.06E 02 
12.00 1.6e 0.93 2.85 1.66 
61.112 1.77 0.B2 0.64 '1).312 0.U89
 0.133 0.050 O.Oul 1. C 55 9' .8 
3.c5E C2 
14.00 ,oon ·1.15 3.22 1.87 
61.42 2. as C.95 g:~~ . 0.1122 0.569 0.119 0.090 
C.056 1.115 9 ':." 3.03E '2 
16.00 2 .. 3u 1.37 3.59 2.09 
51.42 2.3fl 1.08 0.5119 0.649 0.2
33 0.090 0.072 ~: €§ ~ 9C.g 3.02E 02 
18 .. 00 2.12 1.58 3.96 2.31 
61.11 :z 2.63 1.21 0.96 0.692
 0.729 0 .. 2911 0.090 O. il91 
90.5 3.CiOE; (;2 
20.00 3. cs 1.50 11.33 2.52 
61.42 2 .. 92 1.35 1.06 0.553
 0.809 0.3£)2 0.090 0.112 2.ZJ€ 9ij.1
1 2.Sl8E 02 
• IN= 12.0 
PO IU lAS UP 16S 
T O!i IPR!l.S ISEHS ICRHS ••• *
***.**** LOSSES (~5ifS) ••• *:It"' ...... "' .. c:;
t: ?:E'? IH.-ASS 
~A'!'IS Ai5.ES AtlPS Attps AliPS 
nSEC AHPS· :AHS !.!iPS TRANS 
DIODE \lIR~ CAFAC 'I'CI':.U 
.. VKG 
10.00 0.95 0.55 2.35 1.31 
56.57 1.28 0.65 0.50 0.163 
0.391 0.017 0.125 0.025 C.750 
9L.8 3.0BE 02 
12.00 1 .. 2e 0 .. 11l 2 .. 6B 1.56
 56.57 1.52 0.77 0.59 0.230
 0.u65 0.108 0.125 0.03:: O.~63
 9:;:.f: 3.07::: C2 
14.00 1. f:1 0.911 3.01 1.75 
56.5"1 1.75 0.90 0.68 0.310
 0.539 0.1116 - D. 125 C.01l7 1.167 
9'::.3 3.06E 02 
16. 00 1. SlI 1.13 3.311 1.911
 56.51 ~:gJ 1. 02 0.78 0.tlO2 0.61
11 0.189 0.125 0.060 ~:~jg 91.u ).05E 02 
18.00 2.26 1.32 3.67 2.13 
56.51 1.15 0.B7 0.507 
0.689 0.238 0.125 a.07E 9'.
1 3.011r; 02 
20.00 2. S~ 1.51 3.99 2.33 
56.51 2.50 1.27 0.96 0.623 
0.764 0.293 0.125 0.093 1.£98 
9!.3 3.03E. 02 
• 11i= 14
.0 
PO !AP lAS IBP IBS 
T D'S IPnliS ISB!iS ICBHS :
k$.:k:k****:k** LOSSES ('ilATTS) ••••• * •• "'''''''. BE: EfF/H!SS 
lil1'I''IS !HrS AHPS Ai:!.ES Ar
iES OSEe ASPS leES !!!PS 
TRANS DIODE HI~E COBE CA~AC
 rO:1L , "/KG 
10.00 O .. 'lI 0.113 2.~7 1.32 52.1l3 
1.1lt 0.63 0.117 0.129 0.378 0
.066 0.161 0.022 0.7::7 91.0 3
.08E .2 
12.00 1.0ll 0.60 2. 7 1.50 
52.43 1.3S 0.75 0.55 0.181 
0.11118 0.093 0.161 Q.031 C. 0; 1 q 9:;'.9 3.0
8E 02 
1LJ.OO 1.34 Q.78 2 .. B7 1.67 52.43 
1.56 0.e.6 0.611 0.2113 0.519 0
.125 0.161 0.0111 1.t~~ 92'.9 3.08
E 02 
16.00 1. EU O~95 3~11 1.85 
52.u3 1.71 0.98 0.72 0.31U
 0.590 0.162 0.161 0.052 1. ,
21; 92 .. 6 3.07:: 0< 
18.00 1 .. 94 1 .. 1 3 3.47 2.02 
52.43 1.99 1.10 O.Bl 0.394
 0.661 0.203 0.161 0.065 1.1:=5
 9:i.ij 3.G6E 02 
20.00 2 .. 2U 1.31 3.77 2.20 
52.43 2.20 1.22 0.89 o.ues 
0.733 O.2~O 0.161 0.080 1.708 
9 ~ .. 1 3.05£ 02 
V I~= 16.0 
PO UP ns IBP 16S 
T O. IPFl'IS ISilMS IeRliS *."' •••• "'
 ••• '" 'LOSSES (Wh'I'TS) " •• :klt •• * ••• * EH Lf~~~~SS 
'ilA'f'IS AMES AHPS !HPS l.MPS 
USEC AH~S AHrS !l!.PS 'tRANS 
DIODE $lIRe CORE CAPAC 'rO:!L 
, 
10.00 0.57 0.33 2.22 1.29 
ItS.B5 1.03 0.62 O.U5 g.'07 
0.369 0.060 0.198 0.021 0.754
 9J.O J.CSE 1j2 
12.00 0 .. E5 0.50 2.50 1.1I6
 U8.BS 1.22 0.73 0.53 .11113
 0.1136 O.OB3 0.191] 0.028 0.E9U 9
3.1 J .:i9E .2 
14.00 1.13 0.66 2.78 1.62 
lIB.A5 1.111 g'.' 0.60 0.198 0.5011 0.111 0.198 
C.036 1.t"7 9;.0 3.IHE <2 
16.00 1. 41 0.82 3.06 1.78 tl3:~~ 1.60 .95 0.68 0.2
56 0.572 O.1t111 O.19B 0.046 1
. Z;!: 92.9 3.~8E 02 
18.00 1. EC: 0.99 3.34 1.95 
1.79 1.01 Q.76 g.321 0.6110 0.180 0.198 0.058 1.33E- 92 ..
 B 3.GBE 02 
20.00 1.57 1.15 3.62 2.11 
48.85 1.98 1.1B 0.8Q .393 0.709
 0.221 0.198 0.070 '.591 9Z.6 
J.07E 02 
•••• *"It ......................... * ......... ** ••••• ill •• * ••
 '" ....... 11.* •••••• * .. ",,, •• *** ••••••••••• "
' .... "' ..............
... ,,* .. * t •• '" .......... -
•• * .... ~* •• * ....... *** •••••••••• * •
• * .. * .... ** •••••• "' •• *.* ......
. *~"' •• **.:k"' ••• * ••• * ... * ••••••••••••• * ••••••••
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;;.8 SAMPLE PROGRAM #7 -- PROGRAM DC2DC 
It can be seen ~rom the output o~ SampJ.e Program #6 that 
core size #24 is the smaJ.J.e st core in the !lore cataJ.og which 
wiJ.J. meet the design constraints when used in a stack o~ two 
cores or J.ess. SampJ.e Program #7 uses Procedure DSN2 o~ Program 
DC2DC to attempt to produce a design using core size #23 with 
a reJ.ative permeabiJ.ity of J.25.0 in a three-core stack. AJ.J. 
other design requirements remain the same as in SampJ.e Program 
#6. 
5 •. 8.J. ControJ. Cards--SampJ.e Program #7 (Program DC2DC) 
The Control Cards ~or Sample Program #7 are shown below. 
Sections 3.6-3.10 give instructions ~or preparing these cards. 
8 .74 1 '> u. 2 .. 
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~08 REPfWDUCIBLLJTY OF THE 
ORLGJNAL PAGE [S POOR 
5.8.2 Results of Samp~e Proilram #1--Program DC2DC 
Tpe resu~ts of Samp~e Program #1 are shown be~ow. It can 
be seen from the print out that core size #23 with a relative 
permeability of 125.0 used in a three core stack will not meet 
the design requirement regarding maximum winding factor. Thus, 
the design is rejected by the program. The actual computed 
winding factor of 0.46 is shown on the program output. 
. . . 
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5.9 SA14PLE PROGRAJ4 #8 -- PROGRAM DC2DC 
Sample Program #8 uses Procedure DSN2 or Program DC2DC to 
attempt to produce ~ design for the same core size, re~ative 
permeability and stack height as used in Sample Program #7. 
In Sample Program #7, the reactor design produced was rejected 
because the winding factor of 0.46 w,as greater than the maximum 
winding factor of 0.40. Sample Program #8 uses the same design 
requirement data as Sample Program #7 except that the Reciproca~ 
Current Density Specification is lowered to 3.8 * 10-7 m2/ampere 
(~750 circular, mils/ampere) to allow smaller wire to be used. 
Also, it is desired that a minimum or two strands of wire be 
used for the primary winding. A minimum of one strand or wire 
is to be used for the secondary winding • 
5.9.~ Control Cards--Samp~e Program #8 (Program DC2DC) 
The Control Cards for Sample Program #8 are shown below • 
Sections 3.6-3.10 give instructions for preparing these cards. 
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5.9.2 Resu~ts of Sample Program #8--Program DC2DC 
The results of Samp~e Program #8 are given on the fo~~owing 
page. Lowering the Reciproca~ Current Density Specification 
al~owed Program DC2DC to use wire of sma~~er cross-sectiona~ 
area in the windings. Thus, the winding factor was ~owered to 
0.346 which is ~ess than the specified maximum winding factor. 
Therefore, the design was acceptab~e. The smal~er wire area 
has, however, caused a slight increase in the winding resistances 
over the designs eva~uated in Samp~e Program #6. 
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PART II -- THE DATA BASE 
The first block of data read by the programs forms the 
data base for the execution of design and evaluation tasks. 
The data bao.e !.s a group of cards (records ) divided into two 
sections. The tirst section, the core catalog, contains infor-
mation on the magnetic cores and includes catalog numbers, 
dimensional data, relative permeability and loss coefficient 
information. The second section consists of a table of wire 
data containing the cross-sectional area and resistivity infor-
mation on the available sizes of magnet wire. Usually, once the 
data base has been constructed, the information in it will not 
be changed often. Thus, it may be advantageous to store the 
data base on magnetic disk or tape. Additions to the core 
catalog or the wire table may be made at any time without having 
to construct an entirely new data base. 
e-' , 
!!! 2.Q.M. CATALOG 
f ; 
. , 
The core catalog cards list the necessary data on the 
magnetic cores and are the first cards read by the program. 
The core catalog cards are ordered as shown in Figure 31. 
6.1 HEADING CARDS 
The first two cards in the core catalog are used to generate 
headings for the output • They are the Title Card and the Manu-
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6.~.~ Tit~e Card 
The Tit~e Oard ij; read aj; a b~ock of tventy consecutive A4 
formats to provide fQr a ~ser specified tit~e up to eighty ch~r-
acters in ~eRgth. It may be used to ~ist identifying information 
such as me.n'Jl,factul;'ers' n8l:les, date of cate,~og and etc. This 
informa,tj,.on is used alS a heading for the catE\l.og ~ist (see Section 
3.~.2). A saIt!l?~e Tit~e Card is shoWn in Figure 32. 
6.J..2 !.fanufacturers I Names Card 
The Ma~u!acturef'S' llames Card is read as two A;1.0 forl'lats. 
ThUs, two manufacturers' names may be ~sed, with ten spaces 
e.l.~ocated; for each name:> This information is used to provide 
headings fq~ the lists of manufacturers' core catalog numbers 
whichoappear on the output. A sample Manufacturers' Names Card 
is shown in Figure 34. Figure 33 shows the format of the card. 
6.~ CORE CATALOG SIZE CARD 
~he Core Catalog Size Card isoread as two 15 formats. 
C161umnEl .iL-5 give the nllmber of core sizes available and columns 
6-10 give the number of relative permeabi1.ity values ava'ilab:J.e. 
(see FigUreD 35). Th~se numbe1"s are read in as intege.l'S a.nd 
~ be right justified. The catalog may contain up to forty 
core sizes and up to fifteen va~ues of re~ative permeability. 
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6.3 LOSS-COEFFICIENT CARDS 
Core :Losses are estimated in the program by the use o~ 
Legg's equation [2J. One Loss-Coe~~icient Card should be used 
for each va:Lue of relative permeability in the core cata:Log. 
These cards shou:Ld be arranged in order ~rom :Lowest to highest 
value of relative permeability. Loss-Coef~icient Cards are 
formated as follows (see also Figure 37). Figure 38 shows a 
sample Loss-Coef~iecint Card. 
6.4 I'ERMEABILITY!CORE GEOMETRY CARDS 
The Permeabi:Lity!Core Geometry Cards consist of a subgroup 
of cards for each core size and relate the size number and 
relative permeability of a core to its specific catalog number(s) 
and actua:L dimensions. As a general rule, core manu~acturers 
supply cores of several sizes and a core o~ a given size may 
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Thus, in the instructions that f'ollow, the "core size number" 
will uniquely identif'y a set of' core dimensions and the pair 
(cc're size number, relative permeability) will uniquely identif'y 
one particular core. In order f'or the program to work most 
ef'f'ectively, it is assumed that the core sizes are ordered by 
assending volume: i.e. the volume of' core size number n is less 
than that of' core size number n+l. If' this assumption is 
violated when assembling the catalog, all d,esigns generated will 
be valid. However, some possible design of' lower size and mass 
may be "overlooked." Because the integer core size number is 
assigned by the program, new core sizes may be added to the 
catalog at any time. However, these additions should be made 
so as to maintain the ordering by volume of' the core sizes. 
Presently, both programs DC1DC and DC2DC will allow up to f'orty 
core sizes and up to f'if'teen values of' relative permeability. 
Thus, the core catalog may contain up to six hundered cores 
with each core being identif'ied by up to two numbers f'rom manu-
f'acturers' catalogs or other identif'iers. The Permeability/ 
Manuf'acturers' Numbers Card(s) and the Core Geometry Card give 
complete inf'ormation on each core. 
6.4.1 Permeability/14anuf'acturers' Numbers Card(s) 
For a given core size, the Permeability/Manuf'acturers' 
Numbers Card(s) list the available values of' relative permeability 
and their respective manuf'acturers' catalog numbers. The f'ormat 
of' these cards is 4(F3.0,4A4). This f'ormat allows the user to 

















re~ative permeabi~ity and two groups of eight spaces for numbers 
from manufacturers' cata~ogs or other identifiers. The manufac-
turers' cata~og numbers shou~d be ~isted in the same order as 
the names on the Manufacturers' Names. Card. Continue ~isting 
cores in the same fashion, using as many Gards as needed, unti~ 
a~~ the cores for a particular core size have been ~isted. On 
the ~ast card used, p~ace a "~" in co~umn 80 to indicate the 
end of the ~isting for that core size and that a ~ Geometry 
Card is to be read next. The Permeabi~ity /Manufacturers' 
Numbers Card is formated as shown in the tab~e be~ow (see a~so 
Figure 39). A s amp~e Permeabi~i ty/Manufacturers' Numbers Card 
is shown in Figure 40. 
COLUl4N FORI-1AT PARAMETER 
~-3 F3.0 Relative Permeability-··C ore A 
4-H A8 Cata~og Numb er--~lanufacturer 
12-19 A8 Catalog Number--Manufacturer 
20-22 F3.0 Relative Permeability--Core B 
23-30 A8 Cata~og Number--Manufacturer 
3~-38 A8 Catalog Number--Manufacturer 
39-4~ F3.0 Relative Permeability--Core C 
42-49 A8 Catalog Number--Manufacturer 
50-57 A8 Catalog Number--Manufacturer 
58-60 F3.0 Relative Permeability--Core D 
6~-68 A8 Catalog Number--Manufacturer 
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6.4.2 Core Geometry Card 
A Core Geometry Card immediateJ.y foJ.J.ows the PermeabiJ.ity/ 
Manufacturers' Numbers Card(s) for each core size and gives the 
core cross-sectionaJ. area, mean magnetic path J.ength, window 
area, J.ength/turn of wire, height, and mass of the core size. 
These parameters are usuaJ.J.y readiJ.y found in manufacturers' 
core cataJ.ogs. The J.ength/turn of wire is usuaJ.J.y given assuming 
a 40% winding factor. The format of the Core Geometry Card is 
as foJ.J.ows (see aJ.so Figure 4J.). A sa~~J.e Core Geometry Card 
is shown in Figure 42. 
COLUl4N EfJRMAT PARA14ETER 
J.-J.O ElO.3 Core Cross-SectionaJ. Area 
J.J.-20 ElO.3 Mean Magnetic Path Length 
21-30 EJ.O.3 Window Area (m2 ) 
3J.-40 El0.3 Length/Turn of Wire (m) 
4J.-50 EJ.0,3 Height (m) 
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6.5 ASSE14BLING THE CORE CATALOG 
As shown in Figure 3~, the Core Cata~og Cards shou~d be 
arranged as fo~~ows: 
~. Title Card--one card containing any desired information. 
2. Hanufacturers' Names Card--one card containing the names of 





Core Catalog Size Card--one card giving the number of core 
sizes and the number of values of 
relative permeability in the catalog. 
Loss-Coefficient Cards--one card for each value of re~ative 
permeabi~ity in the catalog listing 
~, ~oss coefficients. 
Permeabi~ity/Manufacturers' Names Card(s)-•. f.or Core Size #~ 
(smallest vo~ume). 
Core Geometry Card--one car4 giving the dimensions of core 
size #1. 
7. Permeability/~4anufacturers' Names Card(s)--for Core Size #2 
(next to smal~est 
vo~ume) • 
8. Core Geometry Card--one card giving the dimensions of core 
size #2. 
Permeability /''4anufac t~.iers· Names Card(s)--for Core Size #n 
(~argest volume). 

































































THE m;],! TABLE 
The Wire Table immediately follows the core catalog cards. 
The first card in the wire table is in a (I2,lx,I2) format. The 
first variable gives the largest ,;ire size (sma.llest A}IG number) 
and the second variable gives the smallest wire size (largest 
MIG number). The format of this Wire Table ~ ~ is shown 
in Figure 43. A sample \'iire Table Size Ca.rd is shown in 
Figure 44. 
The remaining cards in the Wire Table give the cross-
sectional area and resistivity of each wire size. These ~ 
~ Cards should be arranged in order of increasing AWG number 
(decreasing wire cross-sectional area). One Wire Data Card 
should be used for each wire size. The format of the Wire Data 
Cards is shown in the table below (see also Figure 45). A sample 
Wire Data Card is shown in Figure 46. 
COLUMNS FORMAT PARAMETEli 
1-12 E12.5 Area of Bare ~vire (m 2 ) 
E12.5 Area of Sin g1 2 Coated Wire (m ) 
13-24 
E12.5 Area of Doub1 2 Coated \>/ir e (m ) 
25-36 
E12.5 Area of Trip12 Coated \>lire 
(!II ) 
37-48 
E12.5 Area of Quad ~oated T,'lire 
(m ) 
49-60 


















Ir a wire si~e is not avai~ab~e i~ ~ particu~ar coating, 
indicate this by entering zero (or b~ank) ror the cross-sectiona~ 
area or the unavailable "ire type. This insures that the unayail-
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FigUre 44. Examp~e: Hire Tab~e Size Card 
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Figure 46. Example: Wire Data Card 
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PROGRAM INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
Programs DCIDC and DC2DC described in this user's manual are written 
in FORTRAN IV and have been used on an IBM 370 model 165 operating under 
the control of the IBM Operating System Multiprogramming with a Variable 
number of Tasks (OS MVT). The two programs DClDC and DC2DC are separate, 
stand-alone programs, each with its own separate identical data base. 
Program DCIDC consists of approximately 1050 statements, while program 
DC2DC consists of approximately 1075 statements. The data base, consisting 
of magnetic core loss, permeability and dimensional data, occupies approx-
imately 260 cards. The total core requirement to compile and produce an 
executable module, including arrays, is 250 K on the IBM system described 
above. 
The programs read only from the card reader and write only to the line 
printer. The logical unit number for the card reader on the system for 
which the programs were developed is 1 (one); the line printer unit number 
is 3 (three). These input/output unit numbers must be adapted by appropriate 
job control language or the programs must be edited to conform to the con-
ventions of the system on which the programs are to be installed. 
The installer may wish to copy the data base cards to a disk or tape 
file and assign the corresponding logical unit nunilier for tfie read operations 
associated with the data base. These data base reads occur only once during 
the program execution at the beginning of the program. Tfie control cards 
which describe the design specifications and control operations must.be 























LIST OF SYMBOLS 
The following symbols may appear on the program output: 
SYMBOL 









CORE PATH LENGTH 
MEANING 
The cross-sectional area of the 
2 
magnetic core (m ). 
Wire size given by AlyG numbers. 
(Program DClDC). 
Wire Size of the primary winding 
(Program DC2DC). 
Wire size of the secondary winding 
(Program DC2DC). 
The maximum allowable flux density, 
given in tesla. 
The minimum allowable flux density, 
given in tesla.. 
The residual flux density of the 
core material, given in tesl~. 
The effective series resistance of 
the capacitor (ohms). 
The fre~uency of operation of the 
converter system (KHz). 
The mean magneti~ path length of 




































The mode of operation of the conv-
erter at the design point in the 
PO-VI plane. A "1" implies cont-
inuous conduction, a "2" implies 
discontinuous conduct~on (Program 
DC1DC). 
The efficiency of the converter (%). 
The efficiency of the converter 
divided by the mass of the reactor 
element, (%/KG). 
The height of the magnetic core (m). 
The minimum value of reactor current 
over a q~~le (amperes) (Program DC1DC). 
The value in amperes that the primary 
current takes on at the beginning 
of the transistor on-time (Program 
DC2DC) • 
The value in amperes that the sec-
ondary current takes on at the 
beginning of the transistor on-time 
(Program DC2DC). 
The maximum value of reactor current 
over a cycle (amperes) (Program DC1DC). 
The maximum value of primary current 
over a cycle (amperes) (Program DC2DC). 
The maximum value of secondary current 
, 
j 




over a cycle (amperes) (Program DC2DC). l~: \ 

















IP RMS MAX 
140 
MEANING 
The maximum value that IB takes on 
over the design range of the converter. 
(Program DClDC) 
The maximum value that IBP takes on 
over the design range of the converter. 
(Program DC2DC) 
The maximum value that IBS takes on 
over the design range of the converter. 
(Program DC2DC) 
Current in the collector of the trans-
istor at which the saturation voltage 
was measured (amperes). 
The RMS value of current in the 
capacitor (amperes): 
The maximum value that IC RMS takes 
on over the design range of the 
converter. 
The inductance of the single-winding 
reactor (mh) (Program DC1DC). 
The RMS value of primary current 
(amperes) (Program DC2DC). 
The RMS value of secondary current 
(amperes) (Program DC2DC). 
The maximum value that IP RMS takes 
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iJile §<;''li~f.El"{;;':<il ~:il'&!J,e 1iJ;~at IX RMS ~kes 
o{.> oye~ .tke &\esi'§n ~!ige of the 
UGl!4~"2ii\1l!e1ir (P:'?P&i&'r;.':)n DC1DC). 
c" 
::"1<0 Baa,;; oj' tr\l,e ",-a~etic core (KG). 
;>~'\\' f~no !i7.~.>IliEUlil "l}..liCI:\ll(il.b~ s~lick height. 
l.lGl~(tive Perme';l.bility 
<';::~~ll@.~ @ f'; t~~} of ~re for i1te 
p::~~le-,~:l,]r.tUr,\J5 ;;t;~:F-o!lJ"or (Program DClDC) • 
~7'Qgb e":;<.' @f J?ll\"Ji.lll'{1,·y turns fo r the 
~~o~~inai~~ ~e~ctor (Program DC2DC). 
':J~"bee:~: of se~~ary turns for the 
~'!';Ol:i',%in~;~ng r@.ctor (prog:tiC DC2DC). 
1iJa.~ ::.f~.' ;;~hE( )@Jnverter operates in tbt? 
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The output power (w·atts). 
The minimum output power of the 
converter (watts). 
The maximum output power of the 
converter (watts). 
The inductance of the primary of the 
two-winding reactor (mh) (Program 
DC2DC). 
The length of wire used in the primary 
winding of the two-winding reactor 
(m) (Program DC2DC). 
The resistance (ohms) of the primary 
wi~ding of the two-winding reactor 
(Program DC2DC). 
The cross-sectional area of the 
magnetic material in the reactor 
2 (m ). 
The length of wire per turn of the 
reactor, based on a 40% winding 
factor (m). 
The mass of the wound reactor (KG). 
The inductance of the secondary of 
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The ~ength of wire used in the 
secondary winding of the two-
winding reactor (m) (Program DC2DC). 
The resistance (ohms) of the 
secondary winding of the two-winding 
reactor (Program DC2DC). 
The height in meters of the core 
stack. 
The transistor on-time (~sec). 
The transistor off-time (~sec). 
The diode forward drop (vo~ts). 
The input vo~tage (vo~ts). 
The specified minimum input vo~tage 
(volts) • 
The specified maximum input vo~tage 
(volts). 
The regu~ated converter 
vo~tage (vo~ts). 
output 
The transistor sat~ration vo~tage 
(volts). 
The ~ength of wire used in the 
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MEANING 
~he resistance (onms) of the wire 
~sed in the wi~ding of the sing1e-
winding reactor (Program DCJ.DC). 
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